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After more than a month of controversy surrounding Gov. Ernie Fletcher's initial budget proposal, officials expect the
House Appropriations and Revenue
Committee to pass a
more Murray State·
friendly budget bill
later today.
Rep. Fred Nesler,
vice chairman of the
committee,
said
Wednesday that he
expected the amended budget to include
the requested $15 mil·
lion for Phase Ill of
the science complex
and increased base
funding for the 2006·
Fred Nesler 08 biennial.
D-Mayfield
He said the commit·
tee proposed Murray State receive
$625,000 in base funding for 2006·07 and
$1.3 million in 2007-08. According to estimates from Tom- Denton. vice president
of administrative services, both figures
are more than Fletcher proposed to the

see COMMITTEE I 3
Budget Figures
Murray State Fund Request
• $15 million for Phase ill for the
science complex

• $25 million for the new Breathitt
Veterinary Center in Hopkinsville
• At least $1.6 million in base
funding for 2006-07
• At least $2.4 million in base
funding for 2007-08

Gov. Ernie Fletcher's Proposal
• No funding for Phase ill of the
science complex
• No funding for the new BVC
• Ll percent ($624,000) increase in
2006-07 base funding
• 0.6 percent ($324,000) increase in
2007-08 base funding

H ouse Committee Adjustments
• $15 million for Phase III of the
science complex
• No funding for the new BVC
• $625,000 increase in base funding
for 2006·07
• $1.3 million increase in base
funding for 2007-08

Kem Alexander. Tom Denton, Fred Nesler

The Racers already hive made
one trip to the Gaylord Entertain·
ment Center in Nashville this sea·
son, but this time around, they want
to leave victorious with an NCAA
Tournament berth in tow.
After missing the semifinals last
season for the first time since 1987,
Murray State returns to Music City
tonight for·its third battle with Jacksonville State after their respective
first-round wins.
The Racers defeated Tennessee·
Martin 65·52. and the Gamecocks
crushed Eastern Kentucky 86·59
Tuesday night in the Ohio Valley
Conference Tournament quarterfi·
nals.
•
Head Coach Mick Cronin said he
was impressed with the fight Tennessee-Martin had in clawing back
from a 21-point halftime deficit.
"(Tuesday) was a classic tale of
two halves," Cronin said. "I really
thought Tennessee-Martin came out
in the second half and showed a lot
of character. rallying the way they
did. They held us to five .field goals
in our own building, and that's a
credit to Coach (Bret) Campbell and
his players."
Darnell Hopkins led the Racers
with 20 points, and he and his team·
mates lit up the nets in the first half
with nine 3·pointers. Hopkins had
three of th;se in a 45-second span
early on to put Murray State up 12-~.
Tennessee-Martin shut 23 percent
for the half and went into the locker
room with a 39-18 defidt after center
McKale Jones goaltended junior for·
ward Shawn Witherspoon's midcourt heave.
Seniors Jared Newson and Jeremy
Kelly. both in the OVC's top 10 leading scorers. did all they could to
catch up with the Racers. The Skyhawks opened the second half with
seven straight points and eventually
whittled the lead down to lO. Kelly's
3-pointer with 37 seconds left made
it single digits. but it was too little
too late.
In his second-straight start, senior
forward lssian Redding scored 12
points and Witherspoon, the team's
leading scorer this season, had 10.
Senior center Pearson Griffith fm·
ished with a career-high eight blocks
and the Racers fmished with 12.
Jacksonville State earned its ftrst
semifinal appearance as a member
of the OVC behind senior guard
Walker Russell's triple-double. It
was the first triple-double in school
history. and with the win. the Game·
cocks secured their first trip to
Nashville.
Russell scored 21 points. shooting
8-of-16. and he did most of his damage from behind the arc and made 5·
of-7. With his team up 19 midway
through the second half, Russell
scored 11 points in less than two
minutes to increase the lead to 30.
The league's leader in assists had 11
to go along with 11 rebounds..

Who:
Murray State vs.

Jaclcsonville State

Whelu

6 tonight

Where:
Gaylord Entertainment. Center
Nashville

Radio:
Froggy 103.7

photo, hy Melissa Kilcoyne/The News

.

(Above) Pearson Griffith misses a breakaway dunk in the sec:ond half of Murray State's 65-52 victory against UT-Martin
Tuesday in the first round of the Ohio Valley Conference
Tournament. (Below ) T rey Pearson (left) and Shawn Witherspoon (right) work t ogether on offense during the game.

Playing at home in the first round
for the first time, Jacksonville State
made 21-of-28 shots in the ~econd
half for 50 points.
Despite the Gamecocks' incredible night shooting the basketball

against Eastern Kentucky, Witherspoon said his team will just have to
keep with its current strategy.
"I don't think we're going to have
to do anything we haven't done
before," he said ...We have to stop

transition. We have to rebound. The
big guys are going to be a big factor
scoring inside because their four
man is small, and they're going to
have matchup problems.n
In the season series between the
two teams, Murray State swept the
Gamecocks with wins of 91-72 and
78-72.
In the 78·72 win Feb. 4. four of
Jacksonville State's five starters
scored in double figures, which Russell led with 21 points. Witherspoon
had 16 points and a career· high eight
assists in the win.
Cronin said his team has to score
and clamp down on defense if they
want to beat Jacksonville State.
"Jacksonville State creates a lot of
possessions by the way they play
defense and offense," Cronin said.
"They do a good job of spreading
you out, and they are very hard to
defend. It will be a tough game for
us because we will have to put the
ball in the basket."
Tipoff is set for 6 p.m., and the
semifinal between Samford and
Tennessee Tech will begin 30 min·
utes after the first game's end. Both
semifinals will be shown live nation·
ally on ESPNU.
Samford beat seventh-seed Tennessee State 78-67 in Birmingham,
Ala., and Tennessee Tech squeaked
by Austin Peay 78-74 in Cookeville,
Tenn. Samford is also making its
first appearance in Nashville for the
OVC semifinals.
The semifinal winners meet in the
OVC Championship at 3 p.m. Saturday for a bid to the NCAA Tournament.
Visit thenews.org for coverage of
Murray State's game tonight. If the
Racers win, check the Web site for
Saturday's game story.
If the Racers win·the OVC Touma·
ment, check The Murray State News
newsracks Monday for a special pub·
lication.

• Page lb recaps the women's
basketball team's 80-49 loss to
Southeast Missouri State University Tuesday in the rustr ound of the Ohio Valley Conference Tournament.
The page also features a
bracket for the men's OVC
Tournament.

Some residents unhappy with upkeep of College Courts facilities
Emily Wuchner
Assistant News Editor
ewuchner@thenews.org
Andrea Coleman and Sarah
Moffitt know three is a crowd.
About a year ago, a rat took
up occupancy in the ceiling of
their apartment in College
Courts.
"We had to move our beds
away from the walls because
whatever was in there would
pee down the wall," Coleman
said of an incident last summer.
Coleman.
senior
from
Princeton, said although the rat
has not urinated down the
walls lately, it occasionally
scratches on the walls and ceiling. She said Housing is looking
into the matter.
"It doesn't bother me until I
hear it," Coleman said. "It's
bad, but it's not that bad."
While students enjoy living
in College Courts. many problems still exist in some of the

(Jnet Robb/The NeiVs

With outdated appliances, shedding walls and other issues, some College Courts
aparbnent residents think University officials have ignored their complaints.
apartments' interiors.
Malia Phillips. graduate student from Hopkinsville, said
temperature setting problems
with her refrigerator cause her
milk to freeze and her icc
cream to melt. About a year

ago, her stove caught fire.
"We had a pretty good
response and got the fire out in
time," Phillips said.
She said although the stove
was not replaced, she is not
worried about it catching fire.

Jon LaVenture, residence
director of College Courts, said
he is unaware of any severe
problems. Hl' knows the
heaters break occasionally, but
they are repaired as soon as
possible.

"Everything seems to be
going fine," LaVenture said. "I
haven't had anything strange
happen since I've been here."
College Courts. located on
the northwest corner of campus, provides apartments for
married couples. graduate students, non-traditional students
and students at least 21 years
old.
The apartments are fully fur·
nished and include a combination living and dining room,
bathroom and two full sized
closets. Students with children
may live in one of the 12 twobedroom apartments.
The University finished con·
struction on College Courts in
1966, and many of the current
interior featu res reflect that
construction era.
Malia Phillips said new furniture, such as a bed with a
frame, and simple upgrades
would improve living conditions.

"I think they've maintained
them well," Phillips said. "The
apartment structure is good.
The one thing they need to
keep on is the furniture
because it is questionable, very
questionable."
Although updates would
improve the ~allege Courts,
students like the proximity to
campus and the low rent. Students enjoy the freedom of having their own kitchen and bath
tub and nor checking in guests.
a procedure required in residence halls.
Rudy Sellers, junior from
Union City, Tenn .. said the
maintenance workers ftx things
quickly, and he likes the community atmosphere.
"It's a nice community," Sellers said...They keep it clean
and quiet. It's almost like living
in a normal apartment off of
campus."
Calls to Housing were not
returned by press time.
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Thursday, Feb. 23
3:39 a.m. A caller from the front
desk of Springer College advised
there was a suspicious vehicle in
the parking lot. The vehicle was
occupied. The driver was waiting
for a passenger.
4 :37 p.m. A caller requested an
officer concerning two male nonstudents in Winslow Dining Hall.
The officer spoke with subjects
and they left campus. A report was
taken.
10:46 p .m. A caller reported a fire
alarm activation at Ordway Hall.
The Murray Fire Department was
advised the system malfunctioned
and Central Plant reset the system.
The state fire marshal was notitied
and a report was taken.
11:41 p.m. A Hart College resident
adviser at reported the smell of
marijuana on the second floor
north wing. The officers detected
no smell.

Sunday,Feb.26

Friday, Feb. 24
12:01 a.m. A caller from Hart Col-

.

Caitlin Dunnagan/guesl

Stasya Berber, junior from Louisville, spends a quiet Tuesday afternoon in the Q.uad painting in the nice outdoor weather.

Recycling center accepts
paper, plastics Saturday
The Murray State Recycling Center will
be open. weather permitting, from 8 a.m. to
noon on Saturday.
Students, faculty and staff may deliver
white and mixed paper, No. I and No.2 plas·
tics. aluminum, cardboard and newsprint to
the North Farm Recycling Center on North
16 Street.
For more information, call the recycling
hotline at 809-3183.

Music Department dinner
to help MSU Foundation
The music department at Murray State
will host a dinner benefit featuring love
s~:mgs from the Broadway and operatic
stages at 6:30 p.m. today in the Curris
Center Ballroom.
"With a Song is My Heart" will be
among the songs performed. Murray State •
student singers and pianist Marie Taylor
also will participate in the benefit.
A portion of the proceeds will be used
to fund the Kay Gardner Bates Honorary
Voice Scholarship in the MSU Foundation. Tickets are $25 and must be purchased before the event.

For more information or to purchase
tickets, call the music department at 8094288.

mstory author plans visit
to speak about world war
Matthew J. O'Brien, assistant professor
of history at the Franciscan University of
Steubenville, will speak on "Irish America
during World War o·· at 4 p.m. Thursday
in Faculty Hall505.
O'Bril~n·s visit to campus is part of a
Center for Teaching and Learning Technology project aimed at bringing authors to
campus to discuss their works.
For more information, call Bill Mulligan
at 809-2231.

Correction
In the Feb. 24 issue of The Murray Stale
News, the instruments two band members
play was incorrectly stated in a story
about Rolla's Place. Colin Webb plays
bass, and D.J. Culp plays the drums.

Emily Wuchner, assistant news editor,
compiles Campus Br:iejly. If you would like
to .submit information for Campus Briefly,
phone 762-4480.

Congratulations to our
New Squirrels!
'Emi£y Xjr/(gmeyer
Jessie Luigs
Lacey Mcginnis
Carrie Og{e

f}(f,{{ye S mifey
'Bre Syf(es

ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
surrounded by sisterhood

the Murray-Calloway County
emergency room. A report was
taken.
11:21 a.m. A caller reported the
panic alarm was activated at the
Curris Center T-room. These had
been an on-problem with the alarm
system. The building coordinator
has awnrc of the problem and had
notified the alarm company
already. A report was taken.
1:09 p.m. A caller reported a
motor vehicle accident without
injuries at College Courts. A report
was taken.
8:00 p.m. A caller reported a raccoon in the housing office nt Roy
Stewart Stadium. Central Plant
was notified.
9:27 p.m. A caller reported a vehicle hit a pedestrian in the stadium
lot. The subject declined Emergency Medical Services. A report
was taken.

lege reported a burning smell in
the laundry. The Murray Fire
Department was notified. The fire
department responded and found
no thn:-at of tire. The washer was
unplugged and will not be used.
The state ftre marshal was notified. A report was taken.
4:41 p.m. The building coordinator at the Lowry Center reported
some windows were open on the
third floor. The caller did not have
keys and requested Public Safety
close the windows.
5:44 p.m. A caller reported the
smell of something burning in
Wells Hall. Construction workers
in the area were burning trash. The
caller was advised that the rubbish
burning was the reported smell.
11:43 p.m. A caller reported a
pany at the Hamilton Street parking lot. The parry has not in a Murray State parking lot. The Murray
Police Department was notified.
t

9:25 a.m. The Elizabeth College
residence director reported there
was blood in the seventh floor
restroom. An ofticer and Central
Plant were notified.
2:57 p.m. An officer investi~att•d a
noise in Wells Hall that Metro
Security reported. The ventilation
system was making a high pitched
noise on the east side of the building. Nothing else out of the ordinary was detected. Central Plant
was notified.
10:19 p.m. A callt•r reported a red
pick-up truck going around the residential college circle. The vehicle
was very loud and was gone upon
arrival.
10:49 p.m. The Elizabeth College
residence director reported a student in the lobby was having- trouble breathing. Emergency Medical
Services was notified. The subject
was transported to the MurrayGalloway County Hospital. A
report was taken.

Monday, Feb. 27

Saturday,Feb.25
3:04 a.m. A residential college
caller reported a vehicle in the College Circle driving recklessly and
disturbing residents. The vchich:
was parked upon officer arrival.
8:30 a.m. A caller reported a subject fell into the pit of Robert E.
Johnson Theater, in the Doyle Fine
Arts Center. Emergency Medical
Services transported the subject to

11:32 p.m. A caller reported a subject having a seizure in Faculty
Hall. Emergency Medical Services
was notified. and the subject was
transported to the Murray-Callaway County emergency room. A
report was taken.
12:57 p .m. A caller from Hc'!tcr
College reponed a vehicle had
been moved to a different location
and items were missing from the

President
VP Member Development
VP SCholarship
VP Recruitment
VP Operations
VP Finance
VP Campus Relations
Property Coordinator
Personal Development Coordinator
New Member Coordinator
Sisterhood Coordinator
Membership Coor(Jinator
Philanthropy Coordinator
Social Coordinator
Public Relations Coordinator
rutual Coordi,ator
Publications Coordinator
Purchasing Coordinator
Risk Management Coordinator
Alumnae Relations
Activities Coordinator
Correspondence Secretary
Intramurals Coordinator
Telecommunications
Song Coordinator
Community Service Coordinator
Special Events
Assistant Finance
Assistant Recruitment
Assistant Membership Coordinator
AGD Mom's Club
......,.............~..... Representatives
Guards

vehicle. The officer issued a report
for theft by unlawful taking over
$300. A report was taken, and the
incident is under further investigation.
3:54 p.m. A caller from White
College reported his residential
room had been disturbed while he
was gone over the weekend. The
caller would talk with the investigator the next day. No report was
taken.

Tuesday, Feb. 28
12:21 p.m. A caller reported subjects hitting golf balls into traffic
on Ky 121 North. The Calloway
County Sheriff Department was
notified.
4:03 p.m. A caller from College
Courts reported a male subject at
the playground yelling obscenities
at the caller. The subjects would
not have any further contact
tonight. A report was taken.
10:02 p.m. A caller reported five
subjects streaking in the Quad.
Thert• was no contact with the officers upon arrival.

Wednesday, March 1
7:35 a.m. A caller from Hart College reported a clock filled with
super glue. A report was taken.
3:48 p.m. A caller reported Faculty Hall elevator stuck on the
ground floor. Central plans was
notified but only has one working.
The Murray Fire Department was
notified. The officer was able to
get the doors open a nd the subject
was able to get off the elevator.
Central Plant was notified.
9:27 p.m. A Clark College residence assistant reported a resident
stumped their toe on something
outside. A friend took the resident
to the emergency room. The officer took a medical report.

Motorist assists - 4
Racer escorts · 4
Arrests- 0

Emily Wuchner, assistant news editor, compiles Pollee Beat with
materials Public Safety provides.
All dispatched calls are not listed.
For a complete listing, visit •
www.thenews.org.

Blaire Bushart
Stephany Clark
Lauren Wilson
Erin Strader
Lauren Hines
Lauren Moore
Carrie McAliley
Amanda Biller
Jennifer Glass
Laura Manning
Amber Anderson
Katie McGregor
Sarah Baker
Shannon Bishop
Ashley Henderson
Charissa Acree
Kacie Rector
Mary Van Jolly
Ha11ie Rhodes
Jordan Myrick
Layton Noel
Karen Carr
Valerie Yankowy
~y Melvin
JaCkie Oswalt
Katy Arnold
Casie janet
Sarah Farmer
AbbyWshaw
Holly Temple
Morgan Williams
Brandy Couleas
McKinzey Hodge
Ashley Kincaid
Brienna Byrd
Lindsay Miller

~&"¥·~~"('.
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Committee changes please president after controversy
OfficiUls still reluctant
to celebrate before vote
From Pagel
General Assembly Jan. 17.
"On Monday morning. (represen·
tatives should have) the budget on
their desks to rcvit·w and prepare
floor amendments for a vote on
Tuesday," Nesler, D-Mayficld, said.
While the numbers are not final
until the House votes. he said the
Murray State community can be
assured it will receive more money
under the new bill than under
Fletcher's proposal.
"I do not imagine it will resemble
the governor's budget. maybe onethird or one-fourth of it," said Rep.
Melvin Henley, R-Murray.
Henley said the amended budget
illustrates what the legislature can
do with bipartisan efforts. He did not
wish to comment further on the budget situation.
Interim University President Kern
Alexander spent most of the week in
Frankfort and planned to stay in the
capital until tonight.

While he had not heard any concrete numbers from key representa·
rives, the figures Nesler gave The
Murray State News pleased Alexander.
"Things up here seem to be more
(secretive) here than in Murray,"
Alexander said Wednesday. " Here,
there is nothing we can rely on .... If
that's what (Nesler said) ... I'm
pleased, I'm happy."
He said a long-standing goal of the
University has been to complete the
$45 million science complex.
If the General Assembly approves
the $15 million for Phase III, Alexan·
der said the University can move forward to complete the most expensive
facility on campus.
The Regional Special Events Cen·
ter, which opened in 1998, cost $26
million, he said.
"I think the building is so important to Murray State for the next hun·
dred years," Alexander said. "It is
probably the most important facility
we've ever had at Murray State."

"(The science complex) is probably
the most important facility we've ever
had at Murray State .... To put that back
in, that's a watershed event for Murray
State."
Kern Alexande r
Interim University Pre:;ident

The facility's importance is why
Alexander publicly admonished the
governor, his staff and his proposal.
"I remonstrated against the governor's budget because it was wrong to
leave out that critical, core facility for
Murray State University," Alexander
said. "To put that back in. that's a
watershed event for Murray State:"
Despite the numbers coming from
Nesler, Alexander said he cannot celebrate the increased base funding
and science complex's inclusion until
the Appropriations committee votes
on it.
"I'll celebrate (tonight) when I
know we've got that building,"
Alexander said. "Technically. it's not
finalized until the House votes on

Tuesday, but things are seldom
changed."
But he recognizes the importance
~everal state kgislators have played
in improving Murray State's budget
outlook.
"Melvin Henley has been a stal·
wart," Alexander said. "Fred Nesler
has been in a key position as the vice
chair of that committee. He has done
a wonderful job for Murray State."
Nesler said many people in Frankfort and Murray, especially Alexander. contributed to the success of the
House's budget.
~It was a rough road to get where
we are," Nesler said.
He also acknowledged the representatives and committee m~mbers

Board questions interini,
discusses MSU programs
Enrollment up
in fall2005,
more applying
for 2006-07
Marianne Stonefleld
Staff Writer
mstonefield@them.ws.org

Kern Alexander. interim
University prcsidl•nt, took criticism from the Board of
Regents members at its meeting Friday.
After almm;t two hours of
reports and presentations,
Regent Bill Adams read a statement in which he .said he did
not support Kern Alexander's
response to the lack of funding
for Murray State in Gov. Ernie
Fletcher's proposed hudget. He
said Alexandcr'c; comments
have harmed the University.
Other regents agreed \\·ith
Adams and made additional
comments on the situation.
Regent Alan Stout said
Alexander's negative comments have overshadowed the
good the University has been
trying .to accomplish.
Alexander addressed state
legislation concerning University funding and said the proposed budget should be voted
on by the end of the legislative
session on March 23.
Scott Ellison, Student Government Association president, said Rep. Brett Yonts, D·
Greenville, has responded. to
letters SGA members and
other students have written
concerning Gov. Fletcher's
budget proposal.
Just before adjournment,
Chairman Don Sparks said
Alexander has the University's
best interests in mind and the
board s·hould focus on the
presidential
search
and
upcoming litigation in the lawsuit that former athletics
director E.W. Dennison filed.
The meeting opened with
reports from several nonboard members.
Jim Vaughan, assistant vice
president for Enrollment Management, gave a report on
Murray State's recruitment
and enrollment.
In fall semester, the University saw a 1.4 percent increase
in enroJlment, he said. Officials also expect an increase
for spring 2006.

The number of freshman
applications for fall 2006 is 20
percent higher than last year.
The University continues
working to increase diversity
on campus. he said.
Gary Brockway, assistant
vice president of Academic
Affairs and provost. recognized Marvin Mills, Murray
State alumnus and former professor. for whom the University's multicultural center was
named. Brockway spoke of
Mills' promotion of Murray
State.
Don Robertson, vice president of Student Affairs. then
spoke various Murray State
scholarship p rograms. including the Marvin Mills and
Whitney Young scholars.
There arc 51 Marvin Mills and
31 Whitney Young scholars on
campus.
Don Sparks, board chairman. said the search for the
next University p resident
remains "right on schedule"
with applications coming in
daily, bringing the total number of applicants to about 50.
"We're going to have some
really strong applicants,"
Sparks said.
Ten to 12 applicants will be
interviewed in person in early
April, he said, and a sdection
from those interviews will be
brought to campus in later that
month.
Alexander recommended
that thl' board vote to name
the clock tower to be built as
part of the science complex
after the donor, from Baton
Rouge, who also endowed
$100,000 in scholarship money
to math and science students.
The board unanimously voted
to name the tower the Jones
Clock Tower. ·
The board also unanimously
voted to change the name of
the West Kentucky Livestock
and Exposition Center to the
William Cherry West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center after a former
mayor of Murray.
The building and grounds
committee reported on the
purchase of two residences on
Olive Street for Phase II of the
science complex.
Property was also purchased on Chestnut and
Hamilton streets for parking.
The Housing Office, formerly
at 804 Waldrop, was moved to
Roy Stewart Stadium, and the
former office will be razed.

were at a disadvantage to pass a
favorable budget given the shortcomings of the governor's proposaL
Alexander said he feels confident
Murray State funding and projects
will remain in the budget when it
goes to the Senate for consideration.
He said Sen. Ken Winters. R·Murray, promised to hold any University
funding included in the House budget bill.
"Sen. Winters has said that, and I
know he will do it," Alexander said.
"Sen. Winters is working very hard
and will work very hard to that end."
The budget will go to the Senate if
the House approves it Tuesday.
With the inclusion of Phase IIJ of
the science complex, Murray State
now has a small percentage of the
$937 million in capital outlay the
state had to distribute.
The House's budget bill, like the
governor's proposal, did not include
funding for the new Breathitt Veterinary Center in Hopkinsville.
Murray State originally requested
$25 million to construct the fac ility,
and the Council on Postsecondary
Education recommended the University receive $16.2 million.
University administrators have not
set an amount for a 2006-07 tuition
increase.
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Hickory, Dickory Dock what happened to all the clocks?
How often do you look
at the clocks in the
classrooms?

"A lot. Maybe
five or six times.
Leigh Anne Buttrick
freshman, Green &ly, WtS

"More than I
· looked at the
professor."
Charles A. Dowdy
senior, Owensboro

"1 get startled and
wake up and
every 15 minutes
and then I look up
at the clock and
see how much
more time I have
to sleep."
}llfGD Spain

soph'omore, Jackson, ~o.

p

Incorrect clocks may hurt students' performance
The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial board

of The Murray State News. The
editorial board is composed of
all section editors.
Time is continuous. That fact
may escape many Murray State
students who stare at the clocks
in their classrooms, willing them
to work.
While some clocks arc correctly set, a majority of the
clocks either do not working or
are.•
This is a notable problem on
campus, yet nothing is being
done to correct the problem.
Clocks have been an issue
since the semester began. Student Governmen t Association
members and SGA President
Scott Ellison are trying to speed
up the process of fixing this
problem.
Ellison has been in contact
with Facilities Management and
deans of colleges. However,
despite his efforts, little is being
done to rectify the problem.
Just think about all the problems that go along with not
knowing the time.
One major problem with not
having the clocks set is time
management.
It is pivotal to students' success·to know the time when they
are taking a test. When a student
does not know the time, it is difficult to eY.aJ.ua(e how much time
ris allottca for each portion of a
test.
For instance, if a test has three
sections • multiple choice, short
answer and essay - a student

"Three or four
times. D,e pends
on wh at class."
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The Murray State News strives to be the
University community's source for Information.
Our goal is to present that information in a
fair and unbiased manner and also provide a
free and open forum for expression and
debate.
The Murray State News is a designated
public forum . Student editors have authonty to
make all content decisions without censorsh1p
or advance approval. The paper oHers a
hands-on learning environment for students
interested In journalism. The campus press
should be free from censorship and advance
approval of copy; and, Its editors should
develop their editorial and news policies.
The Murray State News is prepared and
edited by students. The first copy of The Mur·
ray State News is free. Additional coplos are
available for 25 cents at 111 Wilson Hall.

because of the not functioning
clocks in the classrooms.
When a clock does not work,
professors tend to run classes
longer and try to cram in more
lecture in the last few minutes.
By keeping students in a class
longer, students can miss information from professors in other
classes.
This clock synchronization

xed
Management would
service the clocks and faculty
would report the clocks that are
not working properly.
Knowing the time is vital to the
success of Murray State students.
The University needs to recognize that this is a problem and
put time and energy toward making sure the clocks in the buildings are synchronized.

RoUND TABIE coMMENTARIES

Niki Patterson
senior, C.rlinvi/Je, II.

a
spent on each section to make an
accurate answer.
If the student spends more
time on the multiple choice and
short answer than o n the essay
that's worth more than half of the
exam, it could result in a bad
grade on the test. A synchronized clock could help students
better practice time management
on tests.

Do you think the federal government is doing enough
to rebuild New Orleans?
Donations sent to damaged area,
yet little done

. Public blamed FEMA,
blame Ues with President

Media attention sways public
from destruction

"No. They are slow in the process of cleaning and rebuilding. W ith all the donations
sent, there should be more progress to help
the ones without homes. There are trailers
that could house families. Instead, they are
sitting in lots.''

"I think FEMA acted inappropriately for the
time they were allowed. I don't feel the government allowed FEMA enough control or
time. T he blame can be put toward the
administration. I think it showed the character of our president not to step in."

"The government always could do more,
but I believe in the beginning they provided a
tremendous amount of help. However, now
that the media's focus is on other things, I
think they've slacked off a bit."

April Adams
Junior
Mayfield

Devin Jessup
Sophomore
Beech Creek

Erin Gray
Senior
Sedalia

Your Opi11ion
Fan applauds Cronin's
positive character, sldll
While none of us know how the
Racers will fare this weekend in
Nashville, l want to take a moment to
thank Coach Cronin for all that he has
put into Murray State basketball.
Hopefully. this will not be his last
season in Murray, but the knocks on
the door are getting louder by the
game.
I sent an unsolicited e-mail to the
coach after the SIU game, a game in
which I thought Murray was a superi·
or team, telling him I was "embarrassed and disappointed" by his
team's play. I never expected a
response.
I got one. A bumble one. Cronin
apologized for my disappointment
and concurred, but he also asked me
"never to be embarrassed by Murray
State unless we stop graduating play·
ers."
While J am not encouraging emails to a very busy man, this speaks
volumes for the character of Coach
Cronin. I have not been to Murray in
four years, but I can't imagine what
we would lose if we lost this man, as

a coach and as a person.
I hope every effort will be made to
keep Coach Cronin in Murray. 1 have
more respect for him as a man no
matter what happens on the court.
Ryan Little
Alum us
St. Paul, Minn.

Professor encourages
newspapers censorship
In your editorial of Feb. 24, you
seem to have confused the rights of
citizens with the privileges of students.
Student newspapers are typically
funded by university administrations.
Many universities provide salary
for faculty advisers, office space and
printing subsidies.
If administrators feel a student
newspaper is operating in a way that
is counter to the best interests of a
university, they have every right to
withdraw that support.
This is not censorship. and it in no
way restricts a student's right to freedom of the press.

In such a scenario, students can
publish any opinion they like, provid·
ed they pay for the costs of publication and arrange for distribution by
legal means.
To insist the administration pony
up the money for students to say
whatever they like, no matter how
detrimental to a university mission, is
simply childish and self-absorbed.
We all have the right to free
speech, but none of us has the right to
force others to pay for it.
Murray State gives students the
privilege of running an excellent stu·
dent newspaper at some university
expense.
While I have been here, the ndmin·
istration has not hindered The News
in any way, which is a testament both
to the open·mindedness of adminis·
trators and to the responsible behavior of student editors.
In that time, The News has fre·
quently provided a much-needed
open forum for healthy debate, for
which the student staff should be
commended.
However, calling for the administration to commit to a carte blanche
guarantee goes roo far and assumes

...

those privileges are morally-guaranteed rights.
They arc not.
Warren Edminster
Assistant professor of English
Murray

Write to us
The Murray State News welcomes commentariC$ and letters
to me editor. L.eners should be
300 WQl'ds or less and must be
$igned. Contributors should
include addresses and phone
numbers for verifiCation. Ploare
include hometown. classifi~on.
title or relationship to the Unaver·
sity,
Commentaries should be limit·
ed to 600 woR!a. The Murray
State News reserves the risht to
edit for style, length and c:ontent.
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Everyone believed
the unexamined
life is' not
worth living?
College students are perhaps the easiest
audience to relate to this famous quote.
Why?
Students attend classes and allow professors to influence their opinions which
can change or strengthen their beliefs.
I have been active in
trying to examine
every aspect of my
life. Whether is is my
religion, beliefs or
points of view on politics, I am completely
open-minded
that
some aspect of myself
could change.
In fact, since I have
entered college, l
have found that my
beliefs have changed
dramatically.
Although I have
always
considered
myself to be openRocke lie
minded. it was not
Gray
until I dropped all my
preconceived notions
and started to apply all new knowledge to
my life that I reached a tranquility.
Ycs, this did mean I had to let go of people in my life who were not at the reflection stage where I was.
When I left high school, I was glad all
the gossiping was over. However, I did
not expect that the people who I was
friends with would continually try to push
their problems off on me.
So, I let go and decided that I was 18
years old, and I had a right to be selfish. I
had always allowed other people's actions
influence Wh() I was.
Now, I find that my life is a more comprehensive level. I may not have all the
answers, but I am open to figuring out
who 1 am and l have made the decision to
figure who I don't want to be.
I do not want to be the innocent girl
who needs the approval of others. I do not
want drama in my life in any form. There
are enough problems in the world
already.
I am not likely to keep the beliefs I had
as a child if I find they arc false. And yes,
these may be my beliefs on religion or my
interpretation of the Bible. It is my decision and not anyone else's to worry themselves over my spirituality.
I no longer need to be in a relationship
to feel like I am loved or needed. I do not
understand why I needed that so badly in
high school, but I am a much more content person when I am by myself. I hope
that is not always the case, but for now, I
am happy.
·
I do not need to feel like I need to
please everyone. lf being open-minded
has taught me one thing, it is impossible
to please everyone. People have their own
opinions, and I love it. It's why I like being
responsible for this section.
I am happy.
But, this is not the case for all college
students. Some decide to stay the same as
they always were. And that's not entirely
a bad thing.
People have their own level of change,
and I am not going to judge his or her
pace.
I just want people to figure out who
they are because this is one time in our
lives when we do not have to answer to
someone.
I think it is vitnl for students to figure
out who they are now before they make a
decision that could disrupt their Jives.
I know the feeling J have when I discover that my point of view has changed
from my original ideas. I feel like a
kindergartner who just received a star for
a picture.
In a sense, that is what people get when
they decide to figure themselves out.
. I sometimes wonder if those who do
not go to college arc allotted the time we,
as students, are allowed. I hope so.
because it would be a terrible thing to
waste your life not knowing who you are.
Though I doubt Socrates meant exactly
what I have said, I am sure there is truth
to both ideas.
Live a life unexamined or live a life
examined. It is your choice. I am just an
example of what examination can bring.
My thought is that we have the time to
either figure it out now without responsibility or "live for the moment" and evaluate later

'

f).frested students unequal

Student examines Yonts, Biggers, Lane
In My

Opinion

Launa

Wood
"1 AM EVEN
MORE DISTURBED
TO READ, ONCE
AGAIN, THAT
Y ONTS IS STill
ENROLLED IN
AND ATTENDING

CLASSES AT
MURRAY STATE."

Since the beginning of this semester,
Harrison Yonts' mug shot has been plastered on the front page of the Murray
State News in an attempt to cover the continuing :;tory of the student who has been
indicted ori "wanton murder, driving
under the influence, leaving the scene of
an accident and tampering with physical
evidence."
Although I find myself .1ppalled each
time I pick up a paper on Friday to see
Yonts' face once again, I am even more
disturbed to read, once again, that Yonts is
still enrolled in and attending classes at
Murray State.
Although it may seem like years ago, it
was only April 28, 2005, nearly seven
months before the incident involving
Yonts, that two former African-American
Murray State football players, Ronald
Lane and Terrence Biggers, were charged

with trafficking drugs and possession of
an automatic weapon on campus.
Distr ict Court Judge Jeanne Carr oll
indefinitely banned the two former students from campus, contacting any football players or each other and consuming
or using any drugs or alcohol.
However, based on The Murray State
News stories, Yonts did not receive nearly as harsh a punishment as Lane and· Biggers through Mu rray's judicial system
though Yonts faces a capital charge of
wanton murder. Yonts has p leaded not
guilty to the charges.
T he 'charge of wanton murder carries a
sentence of 20 years.
According to Kentucky law, the crime of
drug trafficking marijuana in the amount
that was found in Biggers and Lane's College Courts apartment holds a first offense
maximum sentence of a fme of up to
$10,000 and/or a sentence of up to 10 years
in the penitentiary, accord ing to a University of Kentucky Web site.
Observably, the two crimes of Lane and
Biggers and Yonts do not hold an equat
amount of penitentiary ~entence.
What is most ironic about Biggers' and
Lane's expulsions is Murray State Athletics Director Allen Ward's justification

about the former Racers' punishment on
the gr ounds th at they were serious
ch arges and the type of behavior
described is intolerable.
At no time will I condone this conduct.
A larger sense of apparent partiality and
inclination is seen in the disparity of the
crimes in relation to the overall punish·
ment. I am in no way condoning that
Lane's and Biggers' drug activity was right
or going as far to say that it was a lesser
crime than Yonts'.
However, the evident question is pre·
sented of why are two African-American
football p layers wh o never hurt any person had their lives completely and negatively altered due to the litigation of the
coun system while a white student, who is
charged with wan ton murder, is still
allowed to attend classes and to live his
life as a typical Murray State student.
All that I ask is the primary, underlying
principle of the court systems be upheld.
T he framework that we as United States
citizens are forced to put our faith in: "No
one is above the law."

Launa W ood is secondary English education major from Jackson, Tenn.

Adoption should be available to all couples
In My

Opinion

Carrie
Pond
"WHAT MAKES

UP A FAMILY IS

NOT IN ANY WAY
RELATED TO THE
SEXUAL ORIENTATION OF ITS
MEMBERS."

Rockelle Gray is the opinion editor for The
Murray State News.

University treats
students
lvllo commit crimes
differently

Recent controversy surrounding gay adoption has, to
s:1y the least, upset me. I just
cannot for the life of me understand what is so horrible about
it.
Y cs. 1 may have a hard time
understanding this phenomenon because, no matter how you
slice it. l unconditionally support gay rights. I want homosexuals to have the same legal, personal and marital rights as we
"straighties" do.
Despite m}' convktions about
gay rights, however, I consider
myself a pretty open person. If
someone dol'Sn't agree with
homosexuality for certain moral
or religious n·a~ons, that is his
or her prerogative. I may not
agree, but I respect a person's
right to hold that opinion.
However, just as I du not
force others to conform to my
ncccptancc of homosexuality, I
think that it is reprehensible to
for~e other~ to be denied legal
rights just bel·ause of their sexual orientation.

In a country where we pride
ourselves for our values of freedom and equality, we are
attempting to enact even more
legislation that restricts the
freedom of our citizens. Gay
people (notice the key word
there: people) should enjoy the
same rights and protection that
every other American supposedly enjoys. This includes the
right to adopt children.
According to the U.S Census
Bureau, 1.7 million children
under 18 have been adopted in
the United States. These children have been given a second
chance to find a loving and caring family to which to belong.
Thousands more are up for
adoption.
Sexual orientation is not the
issue here: it is the ability to
care for and nurture a child who
might otherwise be forced to
live in a foster system. Why
would we deny these children
the chance to become part of a
family that loves them?
Several studies, including one

conducted by the Child Development Journal, show that a
homosexual couple has no
adverse effect on the child they
raise. In the study, the children ·
were no more likely to be homo~exual than children of heterosexual parents.
The sexuality of a child's parents does not determine the
sexuality of a child.
When I think of all my gay
friends, I cannot think of any
who were raised by gay parents.
Their parents are straight and
yet they are gay. Even if a child
did grow up to be gay, I say, "So
what?"
Homosexuals are discriminated against. You cannot den y
that if you read the newspaper
or leave the house. A child with
gay parents realistically could
face disc rimination.
This is not, however, a valid
reason to prohibit homosexuals
from adopting. That is an issue
that we as a society must
change. Agree with homosexuality or not, we have no right

creating laws that deny any
me mber of our country the
rights that we have prided our·
selves on for hundreds of years.
If we think democracy is
~eat enough to spread to countries like Iraq, then we should
enforce It here first.
What makes up a family is not
in any way related to the sexual
orientation of its members.
In the same study from the
Child Development Journal, the
researchers found that what
determined the child's happiness and ability to adjust well to
their school life was not the sexuality of the parents but rather a
close relationship with their
parents.
A family should be a child's
support system and safe haven
where he or she can feel loved
and accepted. W hoever has the
ability to provide this environment for a child should be able
to straight or gay.

Carrie Pond is a copy editor for
The M urray State News.
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E-books fail to replace hard copies Accounting students
Professors, students prefer
traditional despite efficiency
Christopher Hodes
Staff Writer
chodes(Q)Ihenews.org

Universities across the country have
not caught on to the e-tcxtbook phenomenon despite the high-tech innovation
hype among publishers for the • past
decade.
Jack Vaughn, director of the University
Store, said professors at Murray State also
have not shown much interest in e-textbooks.
Essentially, e-textbooks are electronic
representations of the printed pages
found in hard-copy textbooks. Some publishers offer hyperlinks and search capabilities, too.
Vaughn said several restrictions on the
new technology probably have prevented
professors and students from jumping on
the e-textbook bandwagon.
~one of the restrictions is that (an e·
book) can only be loaded onto one com·
puter," Vaughn said. "That means students would have to decide which one
(they) wanted to download it on if (they)
have a desktop and a laptop."
Lack of availability is one reason
Vaughn said many professors at Murray
State have not turned away from tradi-

tiona! textbooks. He said publishers offer
only 300 or 400 select titles in digital
form.
•
Other restrictions include encrypted
files to prevent sharing, expiration dates
within one year and printing limits.
Because some e-books expire within a
certain period of time!, Vaughn said he
was not sure how many students would
want that format.
Jon Burris, junior from Paducah, said
though he sees some advantages in l....
book technology, he prefers traditional
textbooks.
"I like the concept of being able to t:lke
notes on the text digitally." Burris said.
"But I would rather have something tangible (tQ study)."
Burris also sees' portability c·textbooks
could provide as a positive.
"If you have a laptop, you can walk
around with thousands of books in one
place," Burris said. "My backpack runs
out of room and (my) ability to carry it if
I put all of my textbooks in it."
Students are not the only ones weary of
switching from the known comfort of
hatd-copy textbooks to the dficiency of
the new e-texthooks.
John Dillon, professor of journalism
and mass communications, said he u'sual-

ly teaches three online sectiuns of clas ses
each semester. However. he has no intentions of requiring c-textbooks in the nt>ar
future.
"Generally speaking, reading a book on
screen is a sometimes uncomfortnble
experience!," Dillon said.
F.·books may he more accommodating
if reading a computer screen becomes
easier on the eyes, Dillon said. Until then.
he plans to use electronic ·materials as
supplements to traditional lcxtbooks in
his classes.
Many publishers cite lower C(Jsts as the
biggest adv:mtage of e-books. However,
this selling point is not enou~h to change
everyone's mind.
"I would r:Jther pay a little bit mort• and
actually have the hook forever than paying n little bit less and not being able to
sell it back or have it after a year,'' Jon
Burris said.
Instead of purchasing e-books to· save
mont:y, Dillon said students wuuld spend
even mon: money printing c· book pages
with the high costs of printer ink cartridges.
Jack Vaughn said the University Swrccould sell e-textbooks from anywhere
between 25 and 50 percent off the price of
new hard-copy textbooks.
At that price, e-tcxtbook:; would sell
for less than used textbooks. which the
bookstorl' sells at 25 percent llff the price
of new textbooks.

The Associated Press contributed to this
story.

assist with local taxes
Paulina Combow

Contributing Writer
Murray State students have
thl' opportunity tu take advantage of a free tax preparation
program on campus.
Volunteer Income Tax Assistance is a mltionwide program
that thl• International Revenue
Service promotes :md supports.
Beta Alpha Psi, the accounting
honor society, and the accounting department co-sponsor it in
the l'Ommunity.
VITA offers free tax preparation to both University students
and employees. senior citiz<·ns
and lowl'l' income families in
the region.
Anyone wit.h substantial ta.'<
code kMwlcdgc can volunteer.
However, to ensure volunteers
have sufficient knowledge of
tax code, the IRS requires them
to pass three certification tests.
"I personally enjoy volunteering for VITA because it allows
ml' to apply one of my few productive skills to hdp other people," said Alan Sanders, graduate student from Murray.
VITA offers its ~ervices at the
Business Building on scheduled
days from early February until

April IS, the filing day deadline.
but Friday. March 31 and April7
arc the final three days.
People who want to have
their taKes prepared need to
bring all W-2 forms from 2005.
"Students generally have a
great attitude when they come
for assistance," Sanders said.
The VITA program at Murray Statt' prepares more tax
returns than any other site in
this region. In 2001, they
processed a record 750 returns.
Floyd Carpenter, professor of
accounting. offers assistance to
volunteer:; when they get stuck.
The success of the program
is accredited to the professional
yet friendly attitudes of the voluntcers.
"I like to volunteer because it
keeps other students from having to pay a for-profit tax service to tile their return for
them," Sanders said.
Commercial tax services,
while dependable also can be
expensive. Having one of these
places prepare taxes can often
take a large portion of refund
checks. Sanders said.
VITA offers aU the same services as commercial services,
including c·filing.

Calloway Garden/ Essex Downs Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray,KY 42071
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753-8556
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One- and two-bedroom apartments
Central heat and air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m. - noon
1 p.m. - 5 p.m.
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Officials use WKU incident
to teach Greek community
Emily Wuclmer
Assistant News Editor
ewuchner@thenews.org
After a fraternity at Western Kentucky University was suspended for members' underage drinking and inappropriate behavior toward a goat,
Murray State officials will use the situation to
remind students of the hazing policies.
Mike Young, assistant vice president of Student
Affairs, said University officials held meetings
with Greek leaders and advisers to remind them
of the zero tolerance policy for hazing.
"We deliberately spoke to the leaders of every
Greek organization to state specifically that we
have zero tolerance for hazing," Young said. ''We
defined and discussed what hazing is under University policy and Kentucky state statute."
At the beginning of the semester, University
officials met with pledges to discuss hazing policies. Pledges signed non-hazing agreements stating everyone responsible for hazing will be held
accountable.
"I think that they understand what is at stake,''
Young said. "It is our hope that all of our organizations will adhere to University'policies as well
as national policies."
Young said non-Greek groups with a pledging
process also might hold illegal hazings. Groups

Best Spprts Pho o
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such as Alpha Kappa Psi, Phi Mu Alpha and Sigma
Alpha loata must sign hazing statements, too.
WKU officials suspended the university's
Alpha Gamma Rho chapter for three years after
police found a malnourished goat in the fraternity house. Police charged one member with second-degree cruelty to animals after fmding the
animal without food or water.
According to the Associated Press, students
said the goat was for future hazing. An investigation found fraternity members took part in nudity, psychological hazing involving an animal and
alcohol abuse.
AGR considers itself a social organization for
students studying agriculture and other related
fields.
Gene Tice, vice president of Student Affairs
and Campus Services at WKU, said university
officials are setting up an internal review of the
entire fraternity system, including requirements
for memberships and pledging.
Tice said when the fraternity becomes active in
2009 members must prove they belong on campus. More legal matters await some members.
"There will be individual disciplinary action
against some members," Tice said.
According to the Associated Press, the executive director of Alpha Gamma Rho also suspend·
ed the fraternity chapter.

Public Safety Tip

Overall Web Site

Simulated firearms present danger
of serious harm to local bystanders
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The Public Safety Department at Murray State has
noticed an increased outbreak
of people in the residential college area possessing simulate,.d
and toy firearms.
Though Capt. Larry Nixon
said these are legal, they can
cause problems and have long
been prohibited both in the residential college areas and all
over campus as well.
Nixon said these simulated
fuearms are capable of fuing
only soft or pellet-like projectiles.
However, he said a threat of
injury still exists in them.

One student bystander in the
residential
college circle
recently was struck in the eye
by a soft projectile. Although
serious injury did not occur,
the risk remains a potentially
dangerous one.
"These 'toy firea rms' are
similar to actual firearms and
could be thought to be 'real'
under certain circumstances,"
Nixon said. "Across the nation.
there have been incidents
involving 'toy' or 'simulated'
firearms which ended in
tragedy."
He said the simulated
t1rearms are prohibited on
campus because of the poten·
tial to mistake one for a real

First Year
Leaders
ARE YOU A LEADER?
Applications for First Year Leader are now available
from your Residential College. If you are ready to
take a leadership position with Murray State, this
could be your best opportunity. Applications are due
in the office of your College Head by March 15, so
don't delay any longer.

Residential
colleges
ACADE~CTOUBNAMENT

TJDSSATUBDAY
Tl ME: 8:38 a.m. until Noon, Saturday, March 4
PLACE: AleHander Hall, Third Floor
EUENT: The 2886 College Academic Tournament

Support your College Scholars as they match wits
with teams from other MSU Colleges this Saturday.
Check out the competition in Alexander 31 01, 313,
341 and 342.

IT'S. THE BATTLE OF THE BRAINS!

weapon. and consequently, a
threat.
"The risk of injury and misrecognizing the 'toy' or 'simulated' fuearm is just too great
to leave to chance," Nixon said.
Lf Public Safety or other
school officials encounter simul:lted firearms, they will be
confiscated immediately. A
punishment for anyone possessing these barred items will
be determined based on the
case.
''Keeping our campus safe is
a responsibility we all share,"
NLxon said. "Be responsible.
Adhere to policies put ih place
for your safety and the safety of
others."
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Local cafes offer
daily caffeine fix,
good atmosphere
Makayla O'Neill
Contributing Writer
Four coffee shops at and
around Murray State provide a
serene atmosphere for students to study and get their
daily fix of caffeine.
Thoroughbrewed
Cafe,
located on the first floor of
Hart College, opened January
2005 because of available
space acquired after the college's workout facility closed
when the wellness center
opened.
Ann Landini, faculty head of
Hart College, said the coffee
shops supply students with a
coll~ge-type atmosphere.
"It gives them an additional
place to study and meet people," Landini said. "It is also an
area where they live, which
makes it more convenient, and
I think it makes this a bit more
collegiate."
While offering students further study spots, the coffee
shops also provide job opportunities for students.
Daniel Heath, senior from
Poverty, said the skills he
learns while working at the
Tboroughbrewed Cafe will
benefit him in the future.
"I learn a valuable skill- how
to brew coffee," Heath said.
"Whenever I go to law school
and need a part-time job I'm
going to brew coffee."
On average, approximately
40 to 50 people buy drinks on
any given day at Hart's Thor·
oughbrewed Cafe, and another
75 to 80 people take advantage
of the quiet and relaxing
atmosphere to study.
Charlene Siza, sophomore
from Mayfield and resident of
Hart, said she often studies in
the cafe.
''The coffee shop is a nice
place to relax, drink some good
coffee, and do homework in a

peaceful setting," Siza said.
The other two coffee estab·
lishments are located in
Regents College and across
from the Baptist Student
Union. ·
The Thoroughbrewed Cafe
in Regents College opened at
the beginning of the fall semes·
ter to provide a sense of home
in the residence hall.
Squire Babcock, faculty head
of Regents College, said the
coffee shop was built to
enhance the facility for stu·
dents so they did not have to
go across campus to buy a
meaL
"Foremost, the new coffee
shop gives the students of
Regents College more of a
complete home, with a nicely
furnished and comfortable
lobby, access to food and cof·
fee, and the chance to visit
with each other and people
from across campus," Babcock
said. "It's the ideal setup for
what we are trying to do with
out residential college system.n
While the caffeine may
attract students to the coffee
shops, it is the positive attitude
that makes them come back.
Debbie Conkright, building
service technician for service
management, said the establishment of the coffee shops
was a great Murray State
investment.
"This is one of Murray
State's better accomplishments," Conkright said. "The
employees are always cheerful
and charming to everybody.
The best part is how they create new items."
The, F~ap House, located
next to VItello's on 15th Street,
will provide a similar atmos·
phere on the southern end of
campus.
Steve Skaggs, co-owner of
The Frap House, said the
establishment not only pro·

K<·bcy Jonc~/T/w News

Marcl Pndtt, worker at The Frap House, prepares coffee and other items for opening day at the new shop .
vidcs coffee but also other benefits to students.
"We will be having coffee,
pastries, donuts and other
items," Skaggs said. "In four
weeks we will also serve soups
and sandwiches for lunch. We
have full wireless connection
available and provide a relaxing environment where people
can meet and hang out."
The business, like the other
coffee shops, also will present
students with job opportunities.
"We've hired a few students
already and will be adding
more in the near future," Skag·
gs said. "We are also very
interested in having an students display their art on waU
space available."
The Frap House opens
today.
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HAVE YOU APPLIED ~
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YET?
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deadline for turning in undergraduate degree applications
for graduation in December 2006 is April 10, 2006.
Steps to follow in applying for graduation:

•

• Complete a "Request For Undergraduate Degree Packet" in the 1st
floor lobby of Sparks Hall or on the Registrar 's Website.
• Pick up the degree packet from the Registrar's Office in one week.
Bring a photo J.D.

•

• Meet with your advisor to obtain signatures and substitution
forms, if necessary.

•

"'m
Cl
Cl
•

• Pay the $20 Degree Fee in the Cashier's Office (2nd fl oor of
Spark's Hall).

•

• Return the completed packet, with Degree Fee Receipt, to the
reception desk in the 1st floor lobby of Spark's Hall by the April
1Oth deadline.
Graduation meetings for December 2006 candidates will be held in the
Curris Center Theater on the following dates:

•

Thursday, March 9

3:00p.m.

Monday, March 13
11:30 a.m.

•

1\1

c
C1
en
•

Graduation requirements, degree checks, and conferral of degrees will
be discussed during these meetings.

ru
•

*August 2006 Graduates- Did you apply? If you' re not sure or have
any other questions, contact Meagan Short at (270) 809-5630 .
Questions may be addressed by e-rnailing: graduation@murraystate.edu

t'

•

Owners Christy and Steve Skaggs make fmishing touches on the shop Thursday.
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Brilliant season
nets Cronin
top coach honor

Redhawks end
Racers' season
in tournament

Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor
nclinkenbeard@thenews.org
With a regular season championship
and a spot in the conference semifinals,
Head Coach Mick Cronin will pick up
some more hardware as the Ohio VaUey
Conference's Coach of the Year.
In his third season at Murray State,
Cronin has compiled a 22-6 record going
into tonight's matchup with Jacksonville
State in Nashville. The Racers were 17·3
in the conference, and those 17 wins were
the most in league history.
The Cincinnati native boasts a 67-23
career record as a head coach. Before
coming to Murray State, Cronin spent
time at his alma mater, the University of
Cincinnati. and the University of
Louisville.
Cronin said it is an
honor to be named the
league's top coach.
"When you receive
Coach of the Year it's
usually a direct reOec·
tion on the kind of year
you have, so that's
always good news."
Cronin said. "Second·
ly, I think it should be
coaching staff of the
year. It's not a one man
show. Last, you've got
to have good players
to win games if you're Men's basketball
going to be Coach of
the Year."
head coach
The All-OVC teams for men's and
women's basketball were also announced
by the league office Wednesday.
Junior forward Joi Scott won the Newcomer of the Year award and a spot on the
All-OVC First Team after transferring
from Northern Illinois two seasons ago.
Scott averaged 20.3 points and 8.6
rebounds per game.
Junior forward Shawn Wit9erspoon
earned a spot on the All-OVC First Team
after leading the Racers with 10.7 points
and 7.6 rebounds per game. Witherspoon
said his team and the season mean more
to him.
"I wouldn't trade Player of the Year for
what we're doing this season," Witherspoon said. "If they said I could go back
and get 30 (points) a game and win Player of the Year I wouldn't take that. My
team is what's important to me."

Tommy Dillard
Assistant Sports Editor
tdillard@th~news.o~

The Racers saw a season full of
invigorating highs and disappointing
lows come to an end at the hands of
Southeast Missouri State Tuesday
ni~ht in the first round of the Ohio
Valley Conference Tournament.
The Redhawks controlled the
game from the start and increased a
16-point halftime lead to a 31-point
final margin of victory, destroying
the Racers 80-49.
"We felt like we were ready to
play," Assistant Coach Rob Cross
said. "The student-athletes d id a
great job in game preparation, but
we came out not as :lggressive as we
had talked about being. We strug·
glcd early and missed some shots
and I think that affected their psyche.''
Southeast Missouri moves on to
Nashville for its OVC semifinal
game against Samford Friday, and
the Racers return to Murray to
reflect on what has been a roller
coaster ride of a season.
The Racers basked in the glory of
a five-day stretch in late January
when the team defeated Tennessee
Tech and Samford, both of whom sat
atop the OVC before facing the Racers. They then suffered the embarrassment of having to forfeit a victory against Morehead State for playing an ineligible Joi Scott.
Cross said the result of the season
was a disappointment for the Racers
but thut the young team gained experience in the process.
"The goal we set was to have a
winning conference record and host
a first-round tournament game,"
Cross said. "Obviously, we didn't
reach that goal, but we did have a lot
of injuries and th~ problem with the
Melissa Kllcoync!Thc Nt'WS forfeiture really hurt us as well.
Sophomore guard Alaina Lee battles in the paint Saturday night Overall, I think we developed a lot of
during the Racers' 58-45 win over UT-Martln. The women lost players this season."
All signs would point to next seato SEMO in the OVC Tournament Tuesday night 8()-49.

son being a ride of more highs than
lows for the Racers. Murray State
returns the entire core of its team,
losing only senior reserves Jill Fulk·
e rson and Jessie Hirsch.
"1 think with the great nucleus we
have, next year we should bl' able to
set some pretty lofty goals," Cross
said. "Hopefully, the players will
take this loss at SE.MO as motivation
going into next season."
Against the Redhawks, the Racers
were never able to get their feet on
the ground. Southeast jumped out to
a 7-0 lead before the Racers cut the
lead to 12-9 on Amber Guffey's 3pointer. Three points is as dose as
the Racers would get the remainder
of the game.
After Guffey's 3-pointer, Southeast
went on a 13·3 run to stretch its lead
into double digits, where it would
remain for the entire game.
The Redhawks outscored the Racers 45-30 in the second hulf and shot
55 percent from the field and 54 percent from behind the arc.
Junior forward Joi Scott led the
Racers with 13 points ;md blocked
two Redhawk shots. Guffey ;tddcd l2
points for the Racers as !'he shot 3·
for-4 from behind the arc and
grabbed four rebounds.
Guffey played aggressively the
entire game and watched her shots
continue to fall, Cross said.
"She played really hard and didn't
back down from anybody," Cross
said. "She's grown a Jut this season
and learned that it is a big jump from
high school to college. Coach Felton
is really proud of how Amber bas
grown on and o(( the court, ns well
as all the freshmen."
Center Tatiana Conceicao led
Southeast Missouri, notching a double-double with 23 points and 11
rebounds.
In Friday's other OVC semifinal,
first place Tennessee Tech will take
on Morehead State. Saturday.':. OVC
Championship will t.•ke plncc at ll
a.m.
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The Sports Line•••
Murray State Events

TV Events
Tonight: UPN @ 6 & 8 p.m.
NCAA Basketball
OVC Semifmals

Saturday: ESPN @ 8 p.m.
NCAA Basketball
North Carolina at Duke

Saturday: ESPN2 @ 3 p.m.
NCAA Basketball
OVC Championship

Sunday: CBS @ 11 a.m.
NCAA Basketball
Florida at Kentucky

f'

'

Friday: M BBall @ 6 p.m.
OVC Semifinals
Murray State vs. Jacksonville State
Saturday: W Tennis @ noon
Oxford, Ohio
Murray State at Miami (O hio)

Saturday: Baseball @ noon
Reagan Field
UALR at Murray State
Sunday: Baseball @ noon
Reagan Field
UALR at Murray State
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Sports lover,
journalist sets
example for all
Days just aren't supposed to start like
this.
It's 6:30 Tuesday morning, and my
phone begins to blare "Welcome to the
Jungle." I can't even imagine who's calling
me at that hour, and my phone isn't within arm's reach. so I try to ignore it.
But it keeps ringing, until finally I pick it
up on the third straight time hearing Guns
'N Roses. A minute later, I almost wished
I hadn't.
AI Salvato was the type of man everyone on the face of the planet should have
met, and I'm pretty sure anyone who was
fortunate to know him would say the same
thing. You see, we
are the lucky ones.
We had the chance
to see the full extent
a man could care
about everyone he
knew and everything he did.
I did n't want to
believe my dad
when I answered the
phone and he told
me A1 was dead. The
next phone call an
hour later was even
Nathan
worse because it
Clinkenbeard
was Al's son, Joe,
Sports Editor
one of my best
friends. We didn't say much, but then
again we didn't have to.
A1 was the type of guy who never talked
about himself. It was always about you
and how you were doing and what you
were doing and why you were doing
something. He had a genuine concern for
everyone. and that's what made him so
special.
It wasn't him being nosy or trying to pry
into other people's lives like the vast
majority in Fort Thomas. It was about his
deep interest into what was going on with
your life. He was one of the few people out
there who actually cared.
The last time I saw Al, five of us went to
a Bengals game Christmas Eve. My friend
Kohrs was with us, and he didn't bring any
gloves. A1 insisted on giving him a pair of
gloves until Kohrs fmally agreed, and he
almost didn't let me leave the house without putting on another layer. The man
would have given you all the clothes on
his body just to make sure you were warm.
We had a lot in common mainly because
he was a journalist, an avid sports lover
and a runner. He wrote for The Cincinnati
Post, was a stringer for The New York
Times and also took time to write a sports
column called 'Salvato on Sports' for a
Fort Thomas magazine.
Once he knew what I was studying in
college, he inundated me with information
about the newspaper business and gave
me people to contact in case I needed a
job or just wanted more knowledge about
journalism.
Al also had a passion for running, and he
lived and breathed it. He ran Sunday
mornings with a running group that met in
town, was a track and field official and
every summer, took part in the Bluegrass
Summer Games. AI was also instrumental
in organizing the Red Dog Memorial Meet
for Highlands High School even after his
son Joe stepped off the track.
The Frostbite Five road race in Fort
Thomas wouldn't be around today if it
weren't for him, and every May in the wee
hours of the morning before the Flying Pig
Marathon in Cincinnati, you could find A1
tirelessly working on preparing the race's
starting line. No one gave more time and
energy to our community.
Just a few weeks ago, that energy began
to fade, not because AI wanted it to, but
because he had been diagnosed with
leukemia. A man in his 50s, fit as can be,
busting at the scams ""jth life had no control over what would transpire.
In one of my weekly conversations with
Joe, he assured me everything would be
fine and that the doctors said AI could be
treated and cured. Now I'm going to miss
those big hugs and the "Hi ya, pals," he
would say when he saw me.
Monday night, I lost more than just a
colleague, a teacher and a fellow sports
enthusiast. I lost a friend.
With the medium be used for many
years to get information to people, maybe
I can do the same by giving a taste of what
it was like to know a guy like AI Salvato.
To give a taste as to how lucky I was.

Nathan Clinkenbeard is the sports editor at
The Murray State News. E-mail comments
to nclinkenbeard@thenews.org.
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Senior infielder Phil Lopez catches the ball as a Falcon slides into base during a thr ee game set against Bowling Green State.

Baseball team loses 6th consecutive game
Justin Sims
Contributing .W riter
Though the baseball team continues to look for its first win of the
season, it came within one run
Wednesday.
After the Southern Illinois
Salukis' quick five-run first Inning
and at one point being behind 8-l,
the Thoroughbreds made a gradual
comeback capped off with a threerun ninth.
But they could not seal the deal.
The 'Breds lost to SIU 8-7 to drop
their record to 0-6.
"It was a tale of two games,"
Head Coach Rob McDonald said.
"After the top of the first, we
played well. We expect them to
fight and battle. In the final eight
and a half innings, it wns 7-3, but
they count the total nine."
Starting pitcher senior Matt Scalfani had a short outing in the first
inning. lasting two-thirds an inning
and giving up four hits, thfl!l' walks
and five runs.
Junior Jon Newton relieved him
and went three and a third innings
and gave up seven hits, two walks
and three runs.
Daniel Calhoun, Andrew Bishop
and Kalen Gibson finished out the
game for the 'Breds on the mound,
combining for three hit:;, no runs,
four walks and three :mikeouts.
One highlight of the game for the
'Breds was the defense.
"We had no errors. but, probably
should have made a couple of plays
that we didn't," McDonald said.
McDonald a lso said he was
pleased with the 'Breds offense on
Wednesday.
"We swung the bats decent :tnd
had some clutch hits," McDonald
said.
Catcher Daniel Miller drove in
the 'Breds first run in the second

inning with a single that scored left
fielder Lincoln Kent.
Third baseman Tyler Owen
knocked in a run with two outs in
the slxth inning, hitting a double
that scored Lincoln Kent to make
the score B-3.
With one out in the bottom of the
ninth, eenter t1clder Tyler Pittman
hit a two·run double that scored
second baseman Seth Hudson and
pinch hitter Chaz Ebert.
T hat m.'lde the score 8-6, and
after SIU made a pirching change,
sophomore Michal Percontc struck
out swinging. That brought up designated hitter Brett Wilson wht) hit
an infield single and scored
Pittman, but the 'Brcds could not
keep the rally going.
"We just fell short," catcher
Jason Payton said.
West Harris pitched five innings,
giving up five hits, th ree walks and
two runs in the 'Breds 7-1 loss to
Vanderbilt in Nashville Tuesday.
Jamie Leidolf bad the lone 'Breds
RBI in the fourth and scored Austin
Swain.
Over the weekend, the '.Bred s had
a th ree game set with Bowling
Green State.
In the first game on Saturday. the
'Breds made it close, losing 8-7. Jon
. Newton got the loss, pitching two
and two-thirds innings, giving up
one run on three walks, two strikeouts ami no hits. Payton had a big
offensive game, knocking in three
runs.
In the second game. B~wling
Green scored once in the top of the
first and that was enough to earn a
1-0 victory.
Despite pitching well, Percontc
got the loss after going six innings,
giving up four hits and lme run. He
received no offensive support, as
the 'Rrcds could only muster one
hit.

Junior Jon Newton p itch es t h e ball to a Southern Illinois player in Wednesday's game at Murray St at e. The Thoroughbreds
.made a comeb ack attempt Wednesday but lost by one run.
In the final game on Sunday.
Bowling Green routed the 'Breds
14-0 as Kalen Gibson picked up the
loss.
Gibson pitched five innings and
gave up seven hits and seven runs
with four walks and four strikeouts.
Murray St:ltl' managed just three
hits in the :;cril!s finale.
While Cllach McDonald said thl.'
team had to improve on everything.
he did indicate seeing progress in
the tl.'am despite the current win·

less record. He expt!ctcd the team
to make several more positive
strides before the close of the ~ca

son.
"The major key co our ~cason
right now is to be ready for conference pi:!:,•," McDonald said. "That's
why WI.' play guod teams like SIU
and V!lndcrhilt."
Murray State will play ArkansasLittle Rock in a Saturd.1y duubleheader. The two teams will play a
third game at noon on Sunday.

Track teams finish one season, look to outdoor meets
Men, women place
near bottom in tourney
Tommy Dillard
Assistant Sports Editor
tdillard@lrhcncws.org

The Murray State men's
and women's track teams
wrapped up their 2006
indoor season with the
Ohio V;11ley Conference
Championships last weekend in Nashville.
The young teams ran
hard but found themselves
at or ncar the bottom of thl'
pack in the meet.
The men finished in seventh out of the seven participating OVC teams. The
women fa red better, finbhing eighth out of 10 schools.
Eastern Illinois claimed the
crown on the men's side,
and S(mtheast Missouri
took home the women's
championship.

Senior runner Lauren
Wilson said the indoor season served as a building
block for next season.
"I think this indoor season has definitely been a
learning experience for the
team, especially since many
arc freshmen," Wilson said.
"It's a chance for a lot of
them to get a feel for what
collegiate track is all about
and what we as a team have
to do. It was definitely a
building year for sure."
Racer duo freshman Kristen Heckert and senior Lauren Wilson have been performing consistl.'ntly for the
Racers all season and the
OVCs were no exception.
Both had l:itrong showings
in both the one-mile run
and the 800-meter. Heckert
took fifth out of 28 runners

in the one-mile run, finishing with a time of5 minutes.
12.42 seconds. Wilson was
close behind, finishing in
5:12.57 and placing in sixth
p lace.
ln the 800, Heckert finished with a timl' of 2:18.87
and placed sixth out of 27
competitors. Wilson came
in ~ighth and ran the 800 in
2:19.76.
Wilson had nothin~ but
good things to say about h(~r
freshman running partner.
"I was really proud of
Kristen," Wilson said. "I
definitely wasn't on the
level she is at now. I wish
I'd had her as a training
partner since freshman
year."
Sophomore field competitor Dominique Rubin·
son represented Murray
State in both the shot put
and the weight throw. In
the shot put. she caml.' in
fifth out of 20 competitors
with a distance of 12.91
meters.

In the weight throw, she
scored a distance of 16.40
meters and came in an
impressive third out of the
17 throwers.
Also in the shot put,
Robinson's fellow sophomore Sharncka Dial tinished
two slots behind in seventh
out of 20. Dial threw for a
distance of 12.65 meters.
"I felt I did well bccause I
had injured my back," Dial
said. "Th:lt was the best I
bad done all !icason."
In the weight throw,
sophomore l.uura Schroeder threw for a distance of
13.29 meters nnd finished
eighth of 17 thnnvcrs.
On the men's side, senior
Chris Champion provided a
bright sput, finishing Sl'Cond out of 14 l'ompctiturs in
the shot put, throwing for a
distance of 15.11 meters.
Finishing second behind
Eastern lllinois on th~·
men's ~ide wus Southeast
Mi'isouri. Tl'nncssee State,
Eastern Kcntud.-y. Samford,
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MMchcad State and the
Racers rounded out the finishing order.
On the women's side,
Tennessee State finishca
second behind th.: Rl•dhawks. Eastern Kentucky,
Samford, Eastern Illinois,
Austin Pear. Jacksonville
State, the Racers. Tennessee Tech and Mllrchcad
State followed the Tigers.
The Racers wlll enjoy a
:;hort bn:;lk b~.-·fmt.• upcning
outdoor season on March 18
at the Alabama Relays .in
Tuscaloosa, Ala. Outdoor
season lasts the entire
spring semester and concludes •M::~y 5-6 with the
OVC Outdoor Ch;lmpionships.
If the teams gaim~d noth·
ing else from this indoor
season, they can at least
take the experience into the
upcoming outdoor season.
S:-~id Wilson: "We kind of
look at indoor season as a
good way to practice for
outdoor season."
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Tennis teams fall
to Saint Louis,
UT-Chattanooga
AutumnBoaz
Staff Writer
aboaz@thenews.org

The men's and women's
tennis teams set out to
advance their records last
week. but the results were
unfavorable for the Racers.
The men's team traveled
to the University of Tennessee Chattanooga Feb. 22
with junior Fadi Zamjoui's 6 1, 6-4 singles win giving the
team its only point of the
match. The team fell6-l
Saturday. the women's
team ended the day with a 43 loss to Saint Louis University after Saint Louis' Ana
Renda defeated Murray
Statt''s Adriana Alvarez 6-2,
3-6, 6-2 in the tiebrcaking
match.
Although the women's
team's outcome hinged on
Alvarez's match. Head Coach
Connie Keasling said the
pressure was placed on the
right player to carry through
and help a win.
''What a great experience
for a freshman early in the
year," Keasling said. "Not
only arc we learning to compctt• as individuals in singles
matches and in doubles
matches but also as a team.
"Each time in the important matches it's been someone different and that's fantastic. Because in tournament
time, that's what it always
comes down to is one match,
so what a great experience to
get t.his early in the year."

The Racers struggled in
doubles, losing all three
matches 8-4, 8-3, 8-2 to give
Saint I.ouis the point for doubles play.
The three quick losses put
the women in a hole, but singles play helped the team
even the score.
Junior Anna Lask started
the Racers comeback when
she defeated Saint Louis'
Katcrina Lozanova 3-6, 7-6, 61 in the No.1 position.
"The outdoor surface is a
much better surface for her,
and how she keeps getting it
done indoors against faster.
stronger harder-hitting players really shows why she's a
tremendous No. 1 player,"
Keasling said.
Cassidy Pruitt's and Anne
Pennington's wins gave the
R;.~cer's a 3-1 advantage. Pennington was able to keep a
perfect individual record
with her 6-2, 6-0 win over
Tara Grant.
However, after Pennington's singles victory, Saint
r.~>uis was undefeated, allowing them to come back and
claim the 4-3 victory.
The Racers are now 2-2 for
the season.
for the men's team, Zamjaoui proved to be the team's
only spark, tallying the lone
win of the day.
Purcell said Zamjaoui con~istcntly fills his role in the
No. I singles position.
"He's just a great player,"
Head Coach Mel Purcell said.
"Fadi could play No. 1 in

Fishing gaining
recognition
in sports world

Lambda Chi Alpha's intramural team takes on the independent
Yahoos Monday night in the second round of the tournament.

The first two months of 2006 have seen
a number of great sporting events: an
exciting Super Bowl. a terrific Daytona
500 and a long but satisfying Winter
Olympics. However, the event I was most
excited about was the Citgo Bassmasters
Classic on Lak'e Tohopekaliga near
Kissimee, Florida.
Most people may not be aware of the
growing sport of competitive fishing but
it's gaining popularity across the country.
Luke Clausen, 27, the youngest angler of
the 51-person field, caught an unbelievable total of 56 pounds 2 ounces of fish in ·
the three-day event to win. His winnings
were $500,000.
Rick Morris of
Lenexa, Va., finished
second
with
51
pounds, and Ron
Shuffelfeild of Bismarck, Ark., finished
third with 47 pounds,
14 ounces. Defending
champion,
Kevin
Van Dam of Kalamazoo, Mich., finished
fifth.
Clausen and Van
Warren
Dam might not be
King
familiar names to
most people, but Outdoor colt1IIUllst
they are the Albert
Pujols and Barry Bonds of professional
competitive fishing. However. as fishing
becomes more popular and gets more
media coverage, Clausen and Van Dam
will become more familiar.
Fishing already has made its mark in
the mainstream media. Publications such
as Sports Illustrated often give coverage
to competitive fishing and ESPN continues to expand its coverage.
In fact, ESPN presents a weekly show
called Bass Center dedicated to fishing
and patterned after the network's highly
successful Sports Center. ESPNU, a member of the ESPN family of networks. will
be covering the Murray State Bass
Anglers in a tournament later this year.
The tournament will include teams from
other universities around the country,
and it could create quite a buzz for MSU
throughout the fishing world.
One reason for competitive bass fishing's growing popularity is 1he fact that it
is easy to get involved in it at some level.
There arc so many fishing tournament
trails that even a novice can get in the
sport.
rt isn't even necessary to own a boat
Most of the upper echelon tournament
trails have a co-anger option. If people
opt to compete as co-anglers, they will be
paired with a boat owner who will provide the boat. The co-angler option L" a
good way for an inexperienced angler to
gain knowledge of the sport.
Another aspect of professional flshing
that makes it attractive to people who
love sports is that people don't have tO be
athletes to compete. lt isn't necessary to
run 100 meters in 10 seconds or a mile in
four minutes or a marathon in two hours.
In fact, many professional fishermen
would need a calendar instead of a stopwatch to time their running or athletic
abilities.
To be good at fishing, people just need
to spend time practicing before a tournament in order to find the location of the
fish. During the recent Bassmaster event
in Florida, the fish were in their spawning
pattern, which made them somewhat easier to catch.
During the spawning pattern, the fish
are usually holding in or near shallow
water in preparation of laying and fertil·
izing eggs. The spawning period won't
take place in our area until the end of
March or first of April. so fish may be
tougher to catch before that time.
Professional bas!'i fishing depends so
much on luck, even a novice like me can
fish ~ffectively on a professional level.
Last year, I entereJ a tournament that
benefited the American Cancer Society.
Regional pros from the region competed
in this event, and, somehow, my fishing
partner and I fin ished in eighth place out
of the 200-boat field.
Successful bass fishing does depend on
skill, but occasionally, a rookie can get
lucky and win it all. The sport's unpredictability sets it apart from other professional events.

With less than a minute to go.
ASA led the game 36-35. ASA
increased their lead 38-35, which
forced Richmond College to put
their opponents on the foul line.
ASA hit it~ last free throw with six

Warren Ki.ng is the outdoor columnist at
The Murray State News. E-mail comments
to wking@thenews.org.
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Freshman Hunter Gerlach serves in practice Wednesday. The men fell
against Tennessee·Chattanooga, and the women fell to Saint Louis Feb. 22.
probably three-fourths of all
Division 1 schools in Amcri·
ca. That's just thl~ type of
player he is. "
Zamjaoui fell in doubles
competition with partner
Dmytro Hryhorash. Ry;.~n
Fitzgerald defeated Hryhorash in singles competition 63,6-2.
"They beat us 7-0 last
year," Purcell said. "They
had the same team as last
year, so I knew we were
going to have a tough match."

However, Purcell said thl'
strong competition was his
ideal opposition for the
beginning of the team's SC[I·
son.
"They were just strong,"
Purcell said. "They were just
the better team. I'm glad
they're not in our confercnce.
"I know it's tough to go
down there and get drillt'd
and come back, hut my guys
just need to keep playing ;1
lot of tough matches early."

He said the matches would
hdp his team prepare for the
upcoming Ohio Valley Conferences matches and condition them appropriately.
The team's next m;.~tch is
March 8 against thl..' University of Kentucky. then the
men play two OVC matches
March 9 and 10.
The women's team will
travel Saturday to Oxford,
Ohiu, to take on Miami Uni\'ersity and the University of
Dayton.

Intramural hoops·ends in championships
Autumo Boaz
Staff Writer
aboaz@lhenews.org

The Regional Special Events Cen·
ter hosted its last Racer basketbull
game of the 2006 season Tuesday
night, but other basketball action
remained in full swing clsewhl~re.
Twenty-four teams kept basketball alive on campus during this
week's intramural wurnament held
in Racer Arena and Carr Health.
"I'd rather be playing than not
being a part oi a team and not being
active," said sophomore Morgan
Dooms of independent warn
4U2NV. "I like the competition, and
the intensity level hns been held
high this year because other(s) are
taking it serious."
The teams were divided into
three leagues during the regular
season: residential college, Greek
and independent who met in headto-head competition this week.
In the men's division, Chaos
defeated Pi Kappa Alphu while Bullhorn defeated Murray Place in
round one of the tournament Monday night. Chaos went on to defeat
Bullhorn later in the night.
Regents College eliminated Hart
College. which finished with a 6-0
regular season record, in the second
round of the tournament. That left
Regents and Chaos as two of the
final four teams.
Jesse and the Rippers, Franklin
College, Lambda Chi Alpha and the
Yahoos also advanced to the second
round in the men's bracket.
However, Jesse and the Rippers
and the Yahoos were eliminated in
round two. leaving Franklin College
and Lambda Chi to compete for a
spot in the championship game
Thursday night.
In the women's division, Alpha
Sigma Alpha, Richmond, 4U2NV
and the women's soccer team were
left as the final four.
Hart College, Quiet Storm,
Springer College, SWAT and
Springer Co1lege were climim1ted in
the first round of the tournament.
No games were played Tuesday
night because of the Murray State

basketball game, but the semifinals
continued Wednesday night.
In men's play Lambda Chi
squeezed past Franklin College 4745 with the game ending in a controversial foul call against Franklin
College.
Regents College also claimed a
spot in the championship game with
a 43-36 win over Chaos. Regents
controlled the tempo of the game,
but players said their success was
unexpected.
"This is a team with no coach,"
said senior Chris Weaver of
Regents College. "All we have is a
bunch of guys coming together with
heart, teamwork, pride and that's
all. We don't practice. We just go
out there and have fun. That's what
got us to the championship."
In the women's bracket, the women's soccer team and ASA secured
spots in the championship game.
In the first game of the night, the
women's soccer team took on
4U2NV in a game too close for comfort.
With nine seconds left, the soccer
team led by two, 28-26. However
the possession belonged to 4U2NV.
Junior Katie Shelborne received the
inbound pass. dribbled down the
court and tied the game 28-28 with a
jump-shot at the buzzer, which sent
the game into overtime.
But the w6men's soccer team
quickly regained the lead and controlled it for the remainder of the
two-minufe overtime.
The team ended with a final score
of33-30.
Theresa Reedy, graduate assistant
for the women's soccer team, said
the team's attitude was different
this year.
"The soccer team has always
played basketball, and we compete
so high in competition level," Reedy
said. "So we first started playing
intramurals just for fun just to have
some fun games, but this year we
are actually taking it a little more
serious. We want to win it."
In the second women's game,
ASA and Richmond College kept
the score close throughout the
game.

· Slinkc-rlguest

seconds left, and Richmond College
could not close the gap, leaving the
finn! score at 39-35. Results from
Thursday night's championship
games were not available at press
time.

New & Used Compact Discs
Car Stereos To Fit Any Car And
Any Budget - Custom Installation
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Sunset Boulevard Music
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Phone 753-Q113
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Former football coach lands job at Miami
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Sports Briefs••.

Nathan Clinkenbeard

University athletics department
unveils facelift for GoRacers.com

Sports Editor
nclinkenbcard@Jthenews.org

Tight ends and special teams
have been a vital compont.!nt of
Miami Hurricane football over the
past few years, and former Head
Coach Jot.! Pannunzio now has the
task of making sure that cog
remains successful.
Miami Head Coach Larry Coker
named Pannunzio an assistant
coach Feb. 22 in the middle of an
overhaul of his staff.
Last season, Mario Cristobal
coached the tight ends, and Don
Soldingcr was in charge of special
teams for the Hurricanes. Cristo·
baJ will remain as an assistant
coach, but he will switch to the
offensive line.
According to a University of
Miami press release. Coke,r said
Pannunzio's credentials makes
him an exciting hire.
''Joe Pannunzio is an outstanding hire for us, and we're really
excited about what he brings to
Miami," Coker said. "He's done a
great job coaching tight enJs at
several universities, and he's also
been a head coach. Plus, he does a
phenomenal job with special
teams everywhere he's been."
Pannunzio became Murray
State's head coach in 2000 and
remained with the Ract.!rs for six
seasons. He compiled a 30-37
record, and won an Ohio Valley
Conference championship in 2002
on a last·st.!cond 52-yard field goal
against Eastern Illinois.
The Racers' appearance in the
Division I·AA playoffs in 2002
was the only one in Pannunzio's
tenure. Last season, Murray State
went 2-9 and failed to win a conference game for the ftrst time
since 1966. .
Before becoming ' bead coach,
Pannunzio's experience was mainly in coaching tight ends and special teams. From 1991-99. he spent
time at four universities coaching
those two disciplines.
He began working with ti~ht
ends and special teams at Texas
Christian and went on to take jobs
at Minnesota, Mississippi and
Auburn. Pannunzio also coached
the tight ends at Kansas in 1985·86
in between stints at NAIA Mesa
College.
A native of Pueblo, Colo., Pannunzio attended Southern Colorado where be was a standout

Murray State launched a new athletic
Web site Thursday. The Web site will
keep the name GoRacers.com but features
a new, more vibrant look and adds new
features.
Notable new features include the ability
to watch coach's shows on the web, live
stats for selected home games, e·mail
alerts, rotating top stories, scrolling scoreboard, in depth student-athlete biographies, photo galleries and polls.
In the rotating top stories feature, four
different Racer articles rotate through the
top stories section on the front page.
Each sport's homepage will include a
photo gallery to go along with the normal
information presented on the Web site.
One of the more exciting new features is
the ability fans will have to watch Murray
State coaches shows, including "Murray
State Basketball with Mick Cronin'' and
"Murray State Football with Matt Griffln"
in the fall. Fans can access the shows by
clicking on "Racer Radio & TV'' on the left
side and follow the "Click Here To Watch

Archived Racer Coaches' Shows" link at
the bottom of the page.
Fans will also be able to sign up for email alerts by clicking at the hot tom of the
left column and following tht• directions
on screen. Fans can choose to receive
alerts for only the sports in which they are
interested or they can choose to receive
repons on all Racer sports.
The new site will feature polls In \vhich
fans can vote and make their opinions
known. The inaugural poll a!>ks the question, "Who is Murray State's biggest
rival?" It offers Austin Pcay, Eastern Kentucky. Southeast Missouri, Southern Illinois and Western Kentucky as choices.
Many of the pages will feature a
scrollin~ Racer scoreboard at the top and
a schedule of upcoming events on the
right side.
The athletic department is working
with XOS Technologies on the new Web
site. XOS has been responsible for building Web sites for school such as Oklahoma
State, Nebraska. San Jose State and Duke.

Athletes celebrate sportsmanship
Murray State student-athletes will
observe National Sportsmanship Day
Tuesday. Racer athletes w ill speak on the
importance of good sportsmanship at various local schools.
Also in honor of Sportsmanship Day,
former St. Louis Blues hockey player Rob
rile photo

Former Head Coach Joe Pannunzio went 30-37 in slx seasons at Murray State. He was hired Feb. 22 as the tight ends
and special teams coach at the University of Miami.
quarterback. After graduating in
1980 with a degree in physical
education. he began coaching the
wide receivers for his alma mater.
Pannunziu will have a star tight
end to work with in Miami junior
Greg Olsen. Olsen was the 'Canes
second·lcaJing receiver last sea·
son wiih 31 receptions. He was
third in receiving yards with 451,
and he tied for second with four
touchdown rl·ccptions.
Olsen has been given comparisons from coaches to former
Miami greats Jeremy Shockey.

Kellen Winslow and Bubba
Franks. All three former Hurricanes are playing in the NFL
On special teams last season,
Devin Hester wa~ regarded as one
of the most dangerous returnmen
in the country. Teams frequently
kicked the football away from
Hester, but he still managed a 14.2
pun£ return average and had a
touchdown return.
.Miami begins spring practice
March 21 and it concludes Aprill5
with their annual spring game at
the Orange Bowl.

Ramage will speak on campus at Freed
Curd Auditorium at 5:30.
SAAC (Student Athlete Advisory Council) is sponsoring the day along with the
CHAMPS/Life Skills program, which honors the commitment to personal develop·
ment of student athletes.

MSU improves on academic scores
Wednesday's release of the NCAA Academic Progress Rate scores brought good
news to the Murray State athletic depan·
ment. Most spons showed improvement
in the multi-rate score compared to last
year's scores.
"I believe we are headed in the right
direction," Athletics Director Allen Ward
said in a Murray State press release. "We
still have a lot of work to do, but I am glad
progress is being made."
Twelve of the 18 Murray State sports
reported an increase in multi-year score.
Of the six sports that reported a decrease,
all but two remained above the minimum
standards.

Football was one of the two sports that
fell below the minimum standards.
"Obviously. the score for football concerns me and Coach Griffin," Ward said
in the release. ''It is unfortunate that
Coach Griffin and the team will have to
live with a penalty that results from deficiencies that occurred during the 2004-05
time periods.
"However, I absolutely believe that we
have changed course and will see a correction in scores the next few years. Given the
nature of the calculation, and what has
occurred with our roster as a result of the
coaching change, I anticipatl' that next
year's score will reflect those two factors."

Call us at 767-0020 or 767-0025 <llld
pre-order your mea l to dine-in or carry oul.
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ARENA
MAY 2ND
Order tickets at
tlckNmaiter.com/siuarena,
call 866·646·8849 or
visit the SIU Ticket Office
in the Arena (west entrance)
the Student Center Ticket Office
Schnucks in Carbondale and
Cape Girardeau Kroger In
c.~rbondale (east),
Marion and Mt. Vernon

r.y.e. In Paducah or
DJ's Music in Parii, TN.
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FREE, PLUS FREE ENTRY FOR
150 MINUTE DRAWING.
Special expires March 16, drawing March 17.
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Loan ~eb~ looms in future
for most students
Elizabeth Cawein
Assistant Lifestyles Editor
ecawlrin@thenews.org

$17.617.
It's enough to buy a car, put a down payment on a
house, take several fabulous trips abroad - it's practically enough to buy a diamond engagcmt.•nt ring
from Tiffany's.
It's also the amount of debt the average Murray
State student will drag like a ball and chain away
from campus on graduation day.
According to a report from Fint~ncial Aid, 52 percent of Murray State students graduate with some
amount of student loan debt. Whether they
fmanced a fraction or the entirety of their under·
graduate education with loans, debt weighs heavily
on the minds of the majority of stuJcnts.
Sarah Hibdon, sophomore from Louisville, estimates she.')l. be about $12,000 in the red when she
finally walks across the stage to accept her diploma.
Like many other Kentucky residents, Hihdon funded much of her education with the Kentucky Educational Excellence Scholarship. • •
"My frr t semester: '! faill!d cb~mistry, which is a
five-hour class, and I got some of my KEP$ money
taken away," Hibdon said. "So I had to get loans for
my second and third semester, and 1 got all my
KEES money back for this semester. If I don't keep
my grade-point average at a certain level, I'll lose
my money."
Though only a sophomore. she already has set the
wheels in motion for paying off her loans.
"I've actually, applied for a student loan payoff
already, but that won't start until I actually gradu·
ate," Hibdon said. "They will consolidate my loans
for me.... I'll pay the minimum balance each month.
I can't do it until I graduate, but I've alrcaJy taken
the steps to have them help me."
Hibdon said she also has a savings account and
has been employed consistently since her freshman
year. The biggest mistake in terms of affecting student debt, she said, would be not taking a proactive
approach to paying it off.
"I think the biggest mistuke people make is not
getting a job, at least a little job, to try to save or pay
a little bit of it off." Hibdon said. "It'll help. Save
your money instead of going out and buying food
and alcohol.''
Smart money sense becomes important for students like Hibdon, who plans to apply for medical
school after graduation.
··r knew I was going to have some debt, but that
didn't stop me," she said. "When I go into medical
school, I'm not going to be able to afford it at all.
That will be allltudcnt loans and grants or scholar-

ships. But I think it's worth it, if you really want to
have a career."
Hibdon's advice to other students sweating the
burden of debt -don't worry too much.
''(My advice is) just that it's not a big deal, and
there are companies out there that will help you
once you have to pay for it," she said ... Don't stress
about it. You're here to get an educat!on, and you're
here to have fun.
"You'll pay it off when you graduate. I worried
about money my whole freshman year, and there
was nothing I could do about it."
Jennifer Thorn, fiscal officer for student financial
aid, said while Hibdon's decision to consolidate will
help volumes in a few years, she might need to think
more seriously about her debt in real numbers.
''A lot of students, we feel, worry about the now,
not the future," Thorn said. "They borrow to take
c~m! of their husiness now, but they don't necessarily realize the big picture, the amount of debt they
will have accrued over four years."
Thorn said students must remember that lenders
report to the credit bureau, so loan debt can
adversely affect credit ratings.
"Students need to keep abreast of their lenders
and of outstanding balances they owe on their
loans," Thorn said. ''They really need to talk with
their lender when they get out of school to find out
what their repayment options arc and what the best
choice is to get the loan paid off quickly."
Loan consolidation can be a wise choice, Thorn
said.
''It will usually lower interest rates and lower
monthly payments," Thorn said. "But it will also
increase the amount of total interest because the
amount of money has increased."
Thorn said students need to be aware of possible
debt cancellation based on different fields of study.
Students going into education, nursing, special
education, law enforcement and other similar ser~
vice fields often qualify for debt cancellation on
Stafford or Perkins federal loans each year they
hold a job in the field.
Charles Vinson, director of Financial Aid, said
students often neglect other financial avenues.
"Many times they wait until they're in a bind
financially, when the only option is a student loan,"
Vinson said. "Whereas if they checked on scholarships earlier there would have been other options....
Many times there are still scholarships available for
upperclassmen."
Vinson said many students can avoid loan debt.
~If you don't absolutely have to have loans, then
do not take them," Vinson said. kJust because you
have them available to you docs not mean you need
to take them."

• Page 7b The Lifestyles
section's weekly recommended Web site offers
advice for students on borrowing money to finance a
college education and
preparing to pay off loan
debt following graduation.
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Fitness challenge
benefits children

Noon.
MSU
vs.
Arkansas Little Rock. Phlllip Dishon
Staff Writer
Reagan Field

pdishon@thenews.org

Rugby

Exercise and fitness build mus·
1 p.m., MSU vs. University of Southern de and eneq;y. However, martial
Indiana, intramural arts and kick boxing instructor
Tang Dinh believes healthy livfields
ing also promotes positive personal character.
"I would say character is doing
Baseball
what is right when no one is
Noon,
MSU
vs.
watching." Dinh said.
Arkansas Little Rock,
This way of thinking helped
Reagan Field
Dinh come up with the Character
Counts Challenge, a six week
exercise and fitness program that
Judidal Board
promotes an all-around positive
4:30 p.m.. Judicial lifl~tyle for its participants.
Board hearing. park·
The program. Dinh said, will
ing ticket appeals help raise money for the Characreviewed. Curris Cen- ter Counts Olympics. scheduled
ter Tcnm.•ssCl' Room
for July 15 at Roy Stewart Stadi·
um. Dinh. who also serves as
Meeting
president of Character Counts in
5 p.m., Residential Murray, said this annual event
College Association. prnvidcs local youth from
open to the publlc, kindergarten to high school with
Curris Center Barkley a day of sporting events and
Room
games that promote sportsmanship and health.
For the Character Counts
Meeting
Challenge, Dinh said hopes to
4:30 p.m., Campus help students get on the path of
Activities
Board, being healthy while also learning
open to the public. about their own personal
Curris Center Ten- strengths. He said this event will
nessee Room
give him a chance to reach a
wider variety of srudents with
Concert
his message.
7:30 p.m., Murray
"(Through the program, I)
Civic Music Associa· want to introduce the six pillars
tion presents Orion of c haracter to the campus,"
Weiss. piano, adults Dinh said.
$20, seniors $18, chilDinh said these six characterdren 17 and under $10, b;tics include trustworthiness.
students free, per- respect, responsibility, fairness,
forming arts hall
caring and citizenship. Through
a rigorous weekly exercise and
fitness class, Dinh said students
Meeting
also will learn the importance of
5 p.m., Student Gov· committing to the six pillars.
ernment Association,
"In a way, it is for everyon$! to
Curris Center Ten· 1-{l!t together and work out.'' Dinh
ncssec Room
said. "The wellness center isn't
going to change people. People

• Sunday

• Monday

• Tuesday

• Wednesda>:

need to change themselves."
Dinh also wants everyone who
takes part in the program to walk
away stronger and healthier.
"My goal is I want to take a
bite out of the obesity epidemic
(in America)," Dinh said.
When searching for help in
getting the fundraiser going.
Dinh turned to his pupil Brian
Siddens.
Siddc~s. a graduate student
from Santa Monica, Calif., and
organizer of the joint G reek
charity event in Mayfield last
semester, said he felt privileged
to take part in organizing such
an important local event.
"I'm one of (Master Dinh's)
pupils in TaeKwonDo and am a
firm believer in what he teach·
es." Siddens said. "He changed
my life. He reintroduced me to
Christianity ... and a positive
outlook on life."
Initially, Siddens said he
hoped to raise about $10,000 for
the summer event. He said
response from donators has
been positive so far with numerous local businesses and Uniwrsity faculty donating money to
the cause. Siddens also received
donations from country musician Buddy Jewell.
Siddens
approached
the
majority of Murray's Greek community. resulting in numerous
students willing to participate in
the weekly program at $20 a person for the entire six weeks.
"An opportunity like this gives
(participants) a chance to get
started with Cfitness) while
working together," Siddens said.
To further encourage participation, Siddens said prizes
including a plasma flatscreen TV
will be awarded based on attendance to events.
Jim Saurer, director of student
life, said the campus will provide
the program and its participants
with access to the wellness center facilities during the six
weeks.

Elizabeth

Nm•b

Participants in the Character.Counts Challenge wlll exercise in a group setting up to
three times a week under the instntction of Master Tang Dinh. The program is also a
fundraiser for the Character Counts Olympics, which takes place in July In Murray.
"We are providing the facility,
but we are not a sponsor," Baurer said.
Even though the Character
Counts Challenge isn't an official Murray State event, Baun•r

said rhe program is a positive
thing.
"The program is a good program," Raurer said. "The reason
for it and the goal is good."
Brian Siddens said the first

Character Counts session begins
Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in the wellness center's back bask'ctball
court. Students interested in the
challenge can contact Sidde'ns at
(270) 485-4684.

Concert
8 p.m., Murray State
Symphonic Rand and
Orchestra,
free
admission,
Lovett
Auditorium

c ftV
BIZ, VOJ

• March 0
No scheduled campus events

• Marchll
IHSA Regionals
9 a.m., free admission,
Expo Center

6 4I
Club

Cheeseburgers, sandwiches,
appetizers and the best

barbecue

CkiKe~e ~e~tAwrAKt
ALL DAY, ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT BUFFET

Open all night until

SZECHUAN, HUMAN, & MANDARIN CUISINE • EAT-IN OR TAJC£-OUT
OUR BANQUET FACILITY HAS THE AMBIENCE YOU REQUIRE FOR ANY
SPECW. PRIVATE FUNCTION!

3 a.m.

SundeW- Pool Tournament 'til 2 a.m.
dlld Texas Hold ·em
Moncldy - $5 Pitcher. 6 p.m. - clos£>
Tuesday- Free pool & shuffle board. 6 p.m. - clo.;,e
Wednesday- Texas Hold 'em. 7 p.m.- clos£>
Thursday- Karaoke. 9 p.m.- 1 a.m.
Saturday - Central Stotion Band

Located Off Hwy. 641 S. Puryear, Tenn.
(731) 247- 5794

BIGGEST & BEST BUFFET IN TOWN!
•Ga~ERAL Tso's
•SusHI
•SouPs
CHICKEN
•STEAK
•CRAB RANGOON
•HoHEY CHICkfH
•IcE CREAM
•AmnzERs

• DEssERT BAR
•COCKTAIL SHRIMP
•Mussa.s
•SAJ.Ao BAR
638 H. 12nt ST. BETWEEN Gooov's AHO OFFICE DEPoT • 753-3788
•CHICICEM OM A STIC1C

•HoT PAN CHICKEH

•BBQ RIBS

MONDAY- THURSDAY 10:30 A.M. - 10:30 P.M.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY I 0:30A.M.- 11 P.M • • SUNDAY 10'30 A.M. -

I0

P.M.

UNIQUE MExiCAN

Fooo

DELI SANDWJCHES • CAJUN SPECIALS
SALADS • SOUPS • LOCAL BARBEQUE
ANGUS BURGER AND FRIES

• Comprehensive
Exams for Glasses &
Contact Lenses
• Treatment of Eye
Infections
• Walk-Ins Welcome

753-5507
EYES &EYEWEAR

BEST SALADS IN TOWN • GREAT DESERTS

II a.m.·

llapp~

for I'Ve!) nr.w lax: r.u!ljumtr 11e1rt

Take a look at our large Selection
of Designer Frames and Sunglasses:

by 8 I'Ul'll'nl !11.~10illf'l'.
R~~~~'-----

.thenews.org

ouca
kate spade
··~

RA L P H

Armani
RALPH lAUREN
Tommy Hilfiger
BURBERRY Valentino

itulilltJ r;,,(nm·.Jur

tit('

E11tiT(' FuntiltJ ...

• Opt·n \londa~ · '-laturda.'
Hour 3 p.m. - ll p.m. dail~

The area's best bands live every Thursday

Marcb9

Bone Pony

Dr. Douglu W. Payne

In Olympic Plan, Nezt to Los Portales, Murray

midni~ht

March 16

Hoosier Daddy
ltukr 21

\\tko11w
!)

in dining room l'\l'l'pl Thur-.da\
p.m.- 111idnight

Check us out at
www.murraymenus.com/BigApple.html
( 'orm·r of I Oth & .\rradia • 759-XS66

Bd1ind Clwri Theatrt'
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Animation, humor make 'Doogal' not worth the watch
Review
Staff Writer Phillip Dishon writes the
movie reviews.

Chevy Chase. Judi Dench, Whoopi
Goldberg, William H. Macy, Ian McKellen, Kevin Smith and Jon Stewart.
Because of each person's long career
and talent, anyone could easily mistake this as a list of Oscar nominees.
However, the responsibility and
dismay falls on this reviewer to say
the aforementioned actors make up
the cac;t of the Weinstein Company's
most recent animated release, "Doogal."
The film's tag line reads, "Things
arc about to get hairy." A more fitting
summary would have been, "Things
are about to get unbearable, awful and
stupid."
A candy-crazed dog named Doogal
(Daniel Tay) lives in a mystical land
of friendship, magic and cliched happiness that the warm-hearted wizard
Zebedee (Ian McKellen) oversees. For
Doogal and his group of animal
friends, life seems good until a candyrelated mishap frees the evil icl' wizard Zeebad (Jon Stewart) from his
thousands of years of imprisonment

within a dro~sel (trust me, I would
not make this crap up).
Don't forget, Zeebad plans on collecting three ancient jewels that,
when brought together, will grant him
the ability to freeze the sun, forever
covering the earth in ice and snow.
Doogal and company form a lessthan-intimidating fellowship to stop
Zeebad from achieving his chilling
goals of global conquest.
This film, which apparently has no
listed director, is a sin against animated motion pictures. No doubt the creators wanted their names omitted

photo courtesy of muvieweb.com

from this travesty to save face and any
chance at a future Hollywood career.
The first big problem with wDoogal"
lies in the film's loose and seemingly
pointless storyline. Regardless of age.
the few viewers who actually see this
movie will feel a severe lack of character motivation. Never is this more
p revalent than during the film's introduction, which rushes to the film's
conflict.
f urthermore, the characters them·
selves look juvenile and underdeveloped. Unlike Pixar and Dreamworks.
the Weinstein Company's animation

appears less refined and unrealistic,
reflecting more of a tamed cartoonish
style. Simply put, the charHcters look
dull and devoid of any true creativity.
The animation also foils because of
the quality and dfort put into it. Computer generated animation requires
skill a nd patience l<t ge t the look and
fee l right. "Dougal" seems rushed
even in this :tspect with nearly every
animation scene slightly out of siJ1k
with the rccordl•d voict• actors. You
may think it can be overlooked, but
after more than an hour of enduring it,
this minor flaw becomes a glaring
mistake.
If shoddy animation isn't enough,
the humor of this would-be family
film misses on nearly every account.
Again a lack of sophistication makes
the film's jokes fail, resulting in a
movie utilizing a flatulent moose
introduced through Kevin Smith's
voice to provide probably the only
laughs heard during the showing this
reviewer attended.
The film also parodic~ scenes and
dialogue from numerous films, which
also have been done to death. This
emphasizes how unoriginal "Doogal"
is. If audiences wantt•d to sec yet
another slow motion martial arts fight

scene, they would have gladly paid to
see "The Matrix" rather than this
uninventive bore.
As was previously mentioned,
"Doogal" sports an outstanding
ensemble cast. However, this film
wastes the multitude of talent on a
poorly developed script and childish
writing. This left me to wonder what
d irty secrets the film's creators had to
blackmail the cast with to get them
into the recording studio.
"Doogal" deserves no recognition
for anything. If potential viewers
want a sleep-inducing yawn, then by
all means they c;hould fork over thl!ir
box office dollars. However, movkgoers wanting originality, plot, humor or
anything substantial from a film
should stay indoors and "beware of
dog."

ZERO FILM STRIPS
Zero film strips: Savt! your caslz
One film strip: Catch it on TV if you're
bored
Two film strips: Rent it
Three film strips: Head to the box office
Four film strips: Hello Criterion Collec-

tion

Local band Transparent uses music, lyrics to spread Christian word
Casey Northcutt
Staff Writer
cnarthcutt®tlll!ncws.o~

In a small upstairs room of
their c~owded house, Christian
band T ransparent recorded
melodic, John Mayer·inspired
music for their debut CD.
"Rough Jams- Extended Play,"
which it released Feb. 10.
Titled "Rough jams" because
of its makeshift recording
process, the CD features seven
original songs in a style the
band members described as a
mesh of blues, folk, pop and
acoustic music.
Lead singer and guitarist
Kalcb Scharmahorn, sophomore from Benton, compos(•d
most of the poetic, Christ-centered lyrics for the CD and
determined the basic chord
progressions and melodies.
The rest of the band mem·
bers followed Scharmahorn's
lead and wrote their own parts
to the songs, adding a strum or

photo 1ourtPsy ol Tr,msp.H!'Ill

beat whenever they saw fit.
"It's been a learning process
because we recorded it ourselves," said guitarist Patrick
Johnson, junior from Calver t
City. "It's meant a lot of time
spent together, • .clustered
around a set of speakers agonizing over whether the vocal
harmony should be pulled up
or pulled down."
The band composed of four
Murray State students and a

-----~-~:mc::J This

d rummer from Murshall County High School began two years
ago with a spontaneous jam
session.
"We started playing together, and it sounded p retty cool,
even on the first night," Johnson said. "We decided to keep
doing it."
T he five friends began to
write their own songs and
practice instead of just jam.
Thus, they became more than a

group of guys plucking guitars
- they became a band.
"W e tried a bunch of diffcrl'nt names. and we wanted a
name that meant something."
Johnson said. "We came up
with the name Transparent,
and what it means to us is just
that we hope that when we get
on stage, you don't see us - you
see Christ.
"As cheesy as that may
sound. that's really the prayer
of the band and really the purpose o f the band."
Since Transparent's begin·
ning, the group has gained
fame quickly at Murray State,
winning Alpha Delta Pi's Battle
of the Bands in October and
earning a spot on the Shieh.l's
top 10 list of influential people
for 2005-06.
T he band has performed irs
acoustic-driven songs around
campus at the Thoroughbrewed Coffee Shop and The
Stables. The members also
decided to take their guitars

and drums on the road, playing
in Cincinnati and bookin~ gigs
In Hoonl•villc, Tenn. and Juliet,
Tenn.
To add to their small-town
suCC('SS, lndie Community, a
Christian booking company
based in Alabama, offered
Transparent a free membership. The company recently
invitt•d the band to a youth pastor's conclave in Chattanooga,
Tenn., to showcase its music
along with other companysponsored bands.
"It's cool because we haven't
done :tnything ourselves to try
to get our music out there.'' Jordon Rudesill said. "Somebody's
heard something that we've
done and without even asking
for a single ur a demo, they ask
us to come play without really
ever hearin~,; us, but they know
through people what we sound
like. ... God usually works
through that and brings up
something bigger."
Transparent canceled its

Week in Entertainment ~-----

• Albums

• Box Office

• SOD§S

• DVD

• Books

1. Ghetto Classics
Jaheim
2. Curious George
Jack Johnson
3. The Greatest Songs of tbe
Fifties
Barry Manilow
4. The Breakthrough
Mary J. Blige
S.Amore
Andrea Bocelli

1. Eight Below

1. Check On It
Bcyonce featuring Slim Thug
2. You're Beautiful
James Blunt
3. Grlllz
Nelly featuring Pau l Wall. Ali
and Gipp
4. Temperature
Sean Paul
S. Be Without You
Mary ). Bligc

1. Ultimate Avengers: The
Movie

1. The Sth Horseman
James l'attl•rson ~tnd Maxine
P:1stro
2. Cell
Stephl•n King
3. The Da Vinci Code
Dan Brown
4. T h e Last T e mplar
Raymund Khoury
S. Sea Cha nge
Robt.•rt B. Parker

Source: Billboard.com

2. The Pink Panther

3. Firewall
4. Date Movie
S. Final Destination 3

first release party for "Rough
Jams - Extended Play" because
of inclement weather but plans
to reschedule for somctim~ in
March at Hardin Baptist Worship Center. The band will perform several of the songs on
the CD. including the singles
"Salvation" and "Saint."
The band's Web site, transparentjams.com, features its
music and sells copies of its CD
for $7. The site also contains
the music video for "Salvation"
depicting a bundled up band
singing in soft, mellow candlelight. Fans who want updates
on new Transparent doings
can join the group Transparent
"Goupies," on Faccbook.
Regarding the future, the
member s have re linquished
control of their plans w higher
powers than their booking
company, saying they will play
wherever God tells them.
Said Patrick Johnson: ''Anywhere God leads and nowhere
He doesn't,"

Source: Cheri Theatres

2. Rent

3. Domino
4. Saw n

- Widescreen

S. Grey's Anatomy: Season
1

Source: Bl'stbuy.com

Source: Billboard.com

• Web site

Source: nytimes.com

finaid.org/ loans
Students who arc confused
about !;tudent loans, borrowing
money and how they will be
affected by their debts after
graduation, this Web site offers
answers to frequently asked
fmancial aid questions. Users
can fmd out about loans, scholarships, military aid and savings
programs. The site nlso features
a calculator to help determine
the total cost of a user's education and loans needed.

n

FOR

SALE

You won' t belie11e your eyes! The
largest consignment clothing store in
the mid-south. Save up to 90% on retro
to currt'nt (ot\ hions for m<'n, women
and childr<'n. Houseware~o, books, ele<:·
Ironies and more. THE ANSWER, 321
M.~in St., Benton, I(Y. Open Mon • Sat,
10 a.m.• 5
270-527·1078

e.m.

Dirt (heop Prkcs! Log Cabin Siding
S0.99 lFI. lx4 Popl.1r B<•;tdt_.d C<•lling
$0.34 I FT. 1xlt Puplar f !oodng $0.50
LFT. www.grah~mlumbcr.com PI I: 1877·845-'1663,
"Tail~ lmm

the Blut'jolra!>>• by leigh Anne
r!orcnce, is now .1 book! Order your
copies tuday. $1.!.95 per book. plu> S2
~hipping for the fir>t hook, SOc Pnts each
,1d<lnional hook. K(·ntocky residents add
6% state )31CS tax. ,M.lll your order lo:
Woody, HotDiggetyl?,?p Press, PO Box
747, Shepherdsville, K\ 40165 or ordCf
onli~ at www.thcwoodybooks.com.
Free log Home Scrnmarl March 18th
2006. Old nmer I':!!! Homes. ~t. luliet,
Tennessre. RP.:>Crvauon~ Requtrtod. For
more Jniormation c::tll 1-aoo..467· l006
wv:w.oldtilll<'!'logho~com

Wolff Tc~nning Bt'ds. Buy direct csnd
savcl rut I body unib from $22 .. mnnthl
Free Color C.lt.tl(lg. Call Tod.tyl 1·800·
84~12._05 www.np.etstan.LOm
looking to own land{ lnvt>St in rurJI
acre.1ge through()UJ America; cnast.ll.
moun1.1in, w.ttcrfront properties. 20 to
200 ancs. fRI L monthly Sl)('ri.tl Land
RE·ports:
<http://\vww.l.md·
Wil n ted . c o m/ sw > www . l .t nd ·
wanted.roml~w.

1umllf·rM;)tr•-2000 &
Lumberlilt'·24- Norwood lndu.,tries
alo;o m.lnutat~ures utility AIV attarh·
ments, log skiddt·r~, portable board
cdgt•r$ and
forestry equipm~'nt.
www.norwoodindu,t rie.., .com
Frt.>C
Information: 1-800·578·1163 1•xUOON
S:1wmill~- $2.79~ ·

Public Audlon$

10

KY! Sales begin x-,t.

~~:~~~·~~~'~;~;~ Philpot, Reynolds
~~
A
Station,
eton. S.11nt Ch.ule.
and Gla~~ow. Opening bids Sl ,O<lO+
www.w11framsauc11on.com or call 1·
800-801-6003. KY Dean C. Wllltams
broker RLr:-16447. Monte W. LowdcrrnJn AUC#NP02644

HELP WANTED
Pi.ua makers and cooks needed. Apply
In person at Pagliai's pi.ua. 970 Chest·
nut Street

JOIN THE SOUTHWOOD$ WAY Ar-.:D
HAVE THE BEST SUMtv1ER OF YOUR
LIFE.! Southwood~ is a CO·E'CI restd!'flti,tl
children's carnp in the Adirondack
Mountains o1 :-.Jc•w York Southwoods Is
!>eeking L"lTHUSIASTK.. [:r-;ERGFTIC'.
AND I UN-LOVING individuals to make
a positi\e illlP,olCt on a child's liit!. Position!. art' ava1table in the arc.~.o; of: cabin
specialbts,. athletic., , out-door adventure,
ueativc and performing arts, \Voller
~and much rTIOI'c! Benefits oi work·
ing at Southwoods include Salary, Travel, Room, Board. Llundr)·. and much
more! For more infOfrT!ilfion and to
complt>te an i!pplicahon piPao;e cont.Jct
us.... \1/W\uouthwoods.com J.fl88.
44'l· H 57
Mecfi,.JI Tl'!;hnologist: OwPnsboro
Medical Health System in Oweo~boro,
KY 1~ set.-king qualifkod CJndidatl'S for a
lull· t1me MT po~ition. Bachelor'~
degree required; plus one-ye.tr lnh•rn~hip in .1 hospitJI setting. Must be regis·
tert"<l through ASCP (MLn, I lEW tMn.
AMT (MT) or equiv,llent. Please apply
by
submitting
resume
nnllnc•
W\'llw.omhs.or~ or fax 270-668-1099

Nred .'0 nrst-!tnte llnm~huyers. II you
hd~e

incorne; ~. U.1d, or no trJdl·
lnmal c~dtt; Cet .tppruvecl for l OO'Yo
finilnring; Spccio~l progr.tm. Call lanice
llSil·.1.:!J·151 r,, 877-707·151 'i
Driwrs· Chf'tk out thl' rhangt•s! r-:o
t'~Pf·rwnc<•? No prohlt•ml CDL Tr.tining
,w,lilabll', I00% tuition reimhur!'l'nll'nt.
Top Tro1inC'c p.1yl 1·1100·2.11-5209
www .~wiftT rut kinfl)olh.cnm
Driv•.'t'S:

Art" }'OU gl'lttng tlw pay you
dCS£>r~~el Ruehl Drivers arei lt>p 10 pay!

Company & 010 needed. 100% notouch freight. Home every vn'~'kend. No
slip seating, rider progro~m, pet polil'y,
sign-on bOnus .md rtocruiting bonus ior
all drivers. Call Tod.1y, St.lrt tomorrnw l
1·800-32-l-53511 x2-lll, 606-:!71-0110!
D<'ha Trucking School' t\< cep1ing
Train~ ior Werner, Swift, CR Fngl,md .
others! I 6 day COl.! $0 down, ~tud•·nt
fln.lncing~ Tuition ieimbur~mPnt .w.tll.
lob placement asst. ,\~on-Sun 1-f!OOBIB-0171)(6

Pracuc.tl Mtl£'.ag<! p.ty 3ll71U6: Sign·on
b<,nu~. Studenb wclcomr>. Cia's A
R!.OCJuircd. [0[ C1ll 7 da)~ il week. 877·
774·5313 W\VW.GnRochl.cgm

Driver- Knight Tran~ponatton· We havP
open lanes running North, South, feast &
Wec.t. Call us & ll't us know what lane
fits you! l 888-1-lfi-4&:~9. 11/W\v,knight·
trans.com- Class-A CDU 6 roonrhs OTR.

DriH•rs- ()llcrnltt• Transport.ltlon, A UPS
Company, n(.ocds .53' TIT Drivers! :-.:ew
pay pack&lge! CDL-A wthazmat
required. Low cost benefits. Call Donna
D~ A77·78f>.6773

Mechanic: Transport Specral ists needs a
qualified trailer mechanic. 1st shift.
Competitive wage;. Bcoefits include
medicaVdent.JI, vaciltion, 401k. Lexington area call859-263-331 2. Ask for Dan
or Tonr or fax l'e$UITlC to 85'J·2f>l ·1357

Accepting Traln!.'CS for I.Vemer, Swiit,
CR England, othCf51 16 day COL! No
money ~ •wn, ~tudcnt fin ant mg! Tultion
reimbursement avail. Job plan~mmt
usst. Mtm-Sun J-8()0.883..() I 71 x6
Announcing $50/mile fm 11ll OfR miles
Pverywfwrc! We'n:• raistng pay rn 2006!
On•' year ovcr·the-roo1d expcnenred
tC<JUirC!I Hcartl~nd lxprcss 1-IJOCI-441 4953 wwv. .h<'ilrt!.mdexprL~~.com

Cl.t~s-A Drivers n~·l•ded. l.(luiwilte, Ky
iHt'.t. ' LO<~tl dclivc.~ri!') •Yi1rd Jockey
•RegionJI rltn~ ··rl'.tnl Run~ . f.x< cllmt
JMY, BIC HIS l11sur.1nc e. C.! yr re< <'nt exp
requ1rc•d1, www.abdrivers.mm 1166·
270·1665

EMatc Pl;mning Sales! We provide qualIfied l<•<~cls, produ~ 1 training and sales
'upport. $&0K-SBOK Income potential!
Pnor outsidi."J In-home ~.1!es expenr.·n•·e
rec1uirro. fi<X2·8~-82 75 exr.l 04

!IDnvN lrain<!t!S N!!!.!«k'<l!! S1J75 w~·ck·
ly +Hcnclits. C1)1 ~ GuJr,mtt'C!l jub in
16 days. Mot<'l flll',tls '" tr<Jn\p<lflation
provkk-d. I lome W£·ekends, No l.tyofi~.
No money down 1·000·'173·2188

Colun1al Supplemental lnsurann~ !ot'l'k·
mg lice~'<f Lif~ H<'.alth agP.nts to m,u.
ket voluntary employ('{' benefit pro·

Driv~

Why Want Call Today. Start
eam,ng oo.cr 550,000, starting pay 3744 CPM. Guaranteed Hom<! WL'ckL'Ilds.

Drhers.l CDl·A 01ark Motor Lines,
Company Drivers & Owner Operators:
Home weekend, great pay & benclih,
OTR pay increase, stotrtlng at 18<::pm!
800-264-2033
Dnvcrs Fedh Ground Pemtanent! SC;tsonal Teams needed..'-14-Sl.IO mtlt'On!>lle Discount iuC'I $1.2.5 Gallon•
COL-A+ 1 yr. IT Expt·rience requirl'<i, 1866-832-633<1 Tumet.Totten«lfcdex.com
Onvers- Semi· Ownt•r Opcr,;tors! Ltrn up
tn .S 1.41 per m1 le. f n:'<' basco pl.1tt~, l't'r·
mits, Qual-Com. No tout.h frc•tght! Drivers, Lheck us out. 1-800-H?Y-2486 xlllb
DriVl'rs PAY INCRfASE, up to 44 cpm.
loaded and empty. gu;uanlc't.od honwtiml.', $.!.000 Bonus, 1400i- <M•rag"
wt>E>kly miles, 2004 truck- asstgne-.1,
experience required. 800-441 -H71 !'XI·

rrns

t-.ecd a Jobl CR England i~ hiring in vour
are.1. Company spnnsnfed 1(J d,l)' t DI
Tr.1inlng a\CJilable. No experience ne...'<i-

:\(J(odt'tl. Ont• ton lrul~ to movl' trav<'1 tratl••rs o1nd fifth wheels. Pay is per
mile with fuel \Urt hargt' and toll/ permit
retmburSI.'IH<'nts. Chec.k us out at qualitydri\ICJw.:ty com, 1·866·764·1C.O I
~1Jr Tr.1n.\pnrt nCt'<l~ incxpcti•~nced dri·
wrs, tlomu mu~t wcd.t·mh. l't1erbtlt
IIlli ks, sh.u<ocl h11 lim1. Good starttng
]My! J./ll)(l ~l~'i ·4blll

Airlin<· M<·l h,util'· R.tpid tr<Jining tor
hiHI' Jl·lYtn~ Colri'L'r, FAA pr.·dicls severe
shwt.tgt•. rAA :tppr<Jvt'<l lnh placement
•l"i't~n• t•. AIM 1·81:!8-3-I!J-5Jil7

TRAVEL
i'lt>lden fkac;h I';( . rfl.'(' hrcx hure ,\Ian
Holden Var alion~. 800-720-2200,
\V\VW.holck•n- l>e<Hh.com and online
buoking. 1-Iom•• sa It.'S tcJOl Re/t\'lax at the
Beach,
www.Atthcbeachl\ C.com:
Holdm 8<',1Ch: 800·16().9770, Sunset
Beach: 888-414·Scll t73S5), Oak Island:
866-J'iO·SOW !7653! Calabash: 80().
765-l 203.
Pawleys Island. L1tchfit'!ld, Litchfield by
the Sea & Dchordieu. $C Afiordabl1•
h•1US~ condn rentals. Bcarh \"Jcaiions
st.lfl here! ivww.lach icottc.corn. For
.:JVailabahty, totll1·11(X}.4l2-1777

EDUCATIONAL
f.un

[)~,.'Srcc online irom home-. 'Mrd·
it.tl, •Bu~int:s.s, •f'Mall'H·ll, •computers.
loh l'l.ln•fTll'rll clSS[\to1nrt•. Computer
o.tnd l'ln,uwr.tl ,,u it qualify. Ob6-8~821 :.! 1. www.ul1tinl·tidel~.ltt·rtt>lh .wm

HEALTH
r.unii)•. llc.tlthr..uc

WII~·~IJllll)l1

pl,ml

Sr,CJ,%1Mu. Ni!IKlnw!Wm"'l.'ltlh'<', no IJm).
t.1t1ons. hll 1\Xb: l.)octor.;, Df'nl,ll, Vl$i< lf'll

Hosn. &. rnm. fvet)'lfl!' Aa.t'fli('Cll Cal
Wt t f!IXJ-288-!1214 P.Xt. 2J3.:!

ILI~Ic M!!di<.al Insurance v. 'RX card.
\.ctll Today! 800.71!4-4108. For only

~cw l'ov.N wheelchairs, sc.ootl'f's.
Ah,;olutely NO c.:o~t to YOU' Call Toll
Free J-8h6-J4&.4U4b

MISC.
Att('ntion HnrncownC'r~: Display homt·~
wank'Cl fo1 vinyl siding, winduw~. wof~.
Easy crtodit term~. No r~o~ynt<'nb until
2001>. St.lrting <~t ~<IY m11nth. Ctll I·
B00-251-0B·B

SSCASHSS lmmC'ftiate Cilloh lor Structured ~tt!cmenl~ ~Muiti~. l<~w sui!,
mortgag•~ notes & e<bh flows. JG Went·
WOrl h ,I'J 1 -8()(). 7CJ4 •7 iJ 0
HUNT ELK, Red Stag, Whitetail, Buffa.
lo, Wild Soar. Our sc.uon: N0\\ 181106. Guaranll.'L-d lkcnsc, $').00-

trophy in IWO dtys. No-Gam& No-pay
policy. Dol)'$ 1314)209·9800; <~ings
lH4129J -0610.
Divorce 5195, Incorporation $1'15.
Your alt~native tt) C..'J)Cnsive legal fLoes!
1·800· .)03-1170
or

ncdproservtcctl>alll.com

Find Atiord.tble rcntCJI hou~tng on
WW\V.I<)Rents.org! Fr~ SC.1rt.:hin& ir~
listings! Pmvidecl by the Kentucky
Housing Corpor<~tioo . Equdl Housing
Oppo!runity.
CH£RRY Bl OSSOM GOt F ANO
COUNTRY CLUB. Cl•orgel t~wn . C<>ll
DigPst vott•!.l us bc.sr pi.Jt ,,, tu pl.ty
2004! Jo1n us for your next rountVoul·
ing. Speci.ll Memlwrship .wall.1bh•.
502-570-9849!
rield Rcpre!>f'ntativr;o;: Advanu.'ll ru·ld
ServiCes s£'1·k» fi<·ld RepH'"'ntalives 111
Kentucky to wmpletr> v;~riou~ re<,idcn·
tlal insurance and rE'.ll estate• property
~rvey~. Tu apply: wv.w.a{).wrb.tom
Party toniAht ill Bl in thu ghetto. for
detail> call 502-759·7!i 19.
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Fraternity collects food, money for local Needline pantry
Janet Robb
Lifestyles Editor
jrobb@thcnews.org

By tossing watermelons and collecting food, Lambda Chi Alpha has
given back to the community in a big
way.
During the past five years. Marshall
Welch, Lambda Chi vice president of
external affairs. said the fraternity
has collected at least 100,000 pounds
of food for Needline.
"Our philanthropy is actually the
national philanthropy ... called North
American Food Drive," said Welch,
senior from Murray. .;In the past,
(nationally) we've raised somewhere
close to 8 to 9 million pounds (of
food)."
Every fall, Lambda Chi chapters
across the nation collect food for
local food pantries. Welch said they
give their donations to Needline
because they know it goes directly
back into the Murray community.
"It's more of an impact on the local
community than if we sent it off to ...
Red Cross," Welch said. "If we gave
money and food to Red Cross, it
wouldn't necessarily be given out
here. It could be shipped off. With
Needline they give back directly to
the community, and there are anum-

photo rourtr:~y ot Chri~ Juttg

Lambda Chi Alpha brothers perform in the fraternity division of
the 2004 MOZZ Dance Company VIdeo Dance-Off.
her of families who have a dependency on Needline."
Lambda Chi, which Warren A. Cole
founded Nov. 2, 1909, at Boston University. strives to bring together students of good moral character. Welch
said the story about how Cole started
the fraternity was interl!sting.
"Cole was more of a businessman
than one seeking fraternal status,"
Welch said. "He proposed it at two
different universities and ·- he said
this other school is doing it, you want

to get on the ball and said the same
thing at the other school."
The Lambda Eta chapter established itself at Murray State May 1~.
1968, but the chapter originally started as a colony under different Greek
letters.
"It was a colony of another fraternity. not as large," Welch sahi. "They
had other chapters at other institutions but not very many at all, and
then that was in 1965. In 1968. we
adopted or. I guess you could say,

Lambda Chi Alpha adopted us."
Along with leaving bags with local
residents to collect food, Welch said
they htlld the Watermelon Bust
where sororities compete in different
events.
"That's our 'social games· part of
the philanthropy and that's just to
raise money, hut all that money goes
to Ncedline," he said.
Events include tug-of-war over a
mud pit and watermelon tossing.
Patrick Howell, Lambda Chi president, said the sororities donate
money tll participate and that money
also goes to Needline.
Howell, senior from Metropolis,
Ill., said Lambda Chi will hold a
spaghetti dinner, which also will henetit the philanthropy.
"We're going to have some
spaghetti contest and stuff like that

(where) there will be campus-wide
participation," Howell said.
Other projects Lambda Chi has in
the works include participating in
Relay for Life and having a new
house built in place of the old one.
•·we·re going through a huge
nation-wide campaigning for that,"
Howell said. "We're long overdue for
that (because) the house is almost
100 years old."
Howell said while rushi ng as a first
semester freshman, he was drawn to
the type of people who belonged to
Lambda Chi. Now the organization
serves as a platform for him.
"I'm definitely more involved on
campus than If I wasn't a Greek,"
Howell said. "Just being president.
it's exposed me to how to interact
with people and be part of an organization.''
Like Howell. Marshall Welch said
it was the close brotherhood and the
type of men involved with the fraternity that drew him to Lambda Chi.
"(It's) not just another guy weari ng
a T-shirt with the same letters,"
Welch said. "It's a second family.
We're all so close. The letters don't
make the person, the person makes
the letters. and it's a common theme
throughout everyone in Lambda
Chi."

Largest national black Greek organization brings awareness to MSU
Robyn Smith
Contributing Writer
The women of Delta Sigma
Theta pride themselves on
bein~ a public service sorority.
Since the founding of the
sorority at Howard University
in Washington on Jan. 13, 1913,
members have been "empowering
their
communities
through committed service,"
according to Delta's Web site.
"I got involved with Delta
because of the history," said
Launa Wood, Delta vice president.
The 22 original founders
broke away from Alpha Kappa
Alpha because they didn't think
AKA was doing enough for the
community.
Wood, senior from Jackson,
Tenn.. said the tirst thing the
Deltas did nationally was
march in a woman's suffrage
parade.
•
"This was really monumental

tile pholn

Delta Sigma Theta perform at the fall step show during last Homecoming weekend.
because they were black. but · organization in the world,
they still marched in the front Wood said.
lines with the white women,
The major programs of the
even though they knew they sorority are based on the orgawould still not get the right to nization's Five Point Thrust,
vote," Wood said. ·
which includes economic and
development,
Delta was established at educational
Murray State May 22, l970, and international awareness and
was reactivated April24, 2005.
involvement, physical and
Today, Delta has more than mental health and political
200,000 members nationally awareness and involvement.
On the national level, Delta
and is the largest black Greek

is involved in Go Red, a program in association with the
AAtcrican Heart Assodatinn.
The purpose is to raise awareness on the importance of
women
remaining
heart
healthy.
Murray's chapter has participated in many community service events, including a cosponsored event with Kappa
Alpha Psi called Crimson and

Cream Week. During this service week. the two organiza·
tions hosted an interactive
finals week study session with
tips about how to be a better
test taker. how to make the
most of study time and how to
cat right before taking an
exam.
Sorority members also
donated books to the Head
Start program on Murray
State's campus and went to
play with and read to the kids
there. Also during thls week,
the two organizations hosted a
party at which any student
could make Christmas cards.
The cards were then distributed to residents of a local
nursing home.
This semester. Delta Sigma
Theta has two programs
focused on AIDS awareness
and prevention. On Valentine's
Day, they displayed an information table in the Curris Center. Today from 8:30 a.m. to 3

p.m. in the Cumberland Room
of the Curris Center, they will
host a AIDS testing session.
Phyllis Parker, Delta parliamentarian and junior from
Chicago,
Ill.. said
she
researched Delta Sigma Theta
thoroughly before joining. She
believes before joining a Greek
organization, it is important to
look at its national reputation.
"Don't just {join) because
your friends arc doing it," she
said. "Follow your heart and do
what you think is right."
Parker said she chose Delta
Sigma Theta because of the
many diff~rent types of women
represented in the organization and their influence on
society,
"I
joined the sorority
because it's a wonderful sisterhood," Parker said. "I feel it's
really important to b~ involved
in anything on campus. It can
only make your college experience better."

1700 Lowes Drive
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 759-3003

Now accepting
reservations
for Fall 2006!
Where will you be living this
Fall? Murray Place offers
2- and 4-bedr.oom, fully
furnished apartments, each
with private bathrooms and
washers and dryers. Other
amenities in this luxury
student community include:
• Sparkling swimming pool
• Exciting community
events
• Clubhouse with ping
pong, poolandfoosball
tables
• Tennis courts
• Fitness Center
• Cable package including
HBO and Cinemax
• All-Inclusive rent with
electricity, water, cable,
and high-speed internet
• Current rates starting at
$299!
www.MurrayPiace.com
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From the Editor

Section offers quick care tips
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The speedometer on the cover is an
original illustration by The News
cartoonist Robert Duckett. Duckett
also contributed cartoon renderings
of automobiles for a story featured
on page 6.
The News would like to thank area
automotive and detailing businesses
and repair shops for their assistance
and cooperation in providing information for the stories in this special
section.

Like many college students, I have
little to no time to deal with my car. I
need it to play music, heat in the winter, cool in the summer and pretty
much cart me around.
When it starts making funny noises,
I'm usually at a loss. When l run over
a curb, I just hope I didn't do anything
permanent. And when it comes to
paint jobs, detailing, waxing and other
ways to fancy up the old gal, I'm generally uninterested.
In fact, I don't remember the last
time I actually washed the thing.
Needless to say, when it comes to
my vehicle, I need the quick and dirty.
What do I have to do to keep it in
good running condition? What do I
need to keep in my trunk to keep
myself safe on the road? How often
should I take my car in for routine
maintenance?
I suspect other students find themselves in a similar boat - they need
their cars to run reliably fo; as long as

possible but might not be able to
devote much time to maintaining it.
In this special auto ~ection,
"Overdrive," readers can get an
accelerated lesson
in car care dos and
don'ts.
There arc stories
on oil changes,
check-ups
and
qthcr scheduled
maintenance
needs, auto detailing, preparing for
on·t~e-road ~mer-

Elizabeth

genc1cs and tips on
Caweln
how to be a savvy Assistant Ufestyles
car buyer.
Editor
So students may
not have time to go under the hood all
afternoon - but a few minutes in the
pages of this section might let them
know what to look and listen for to
keep cars healthy in the long run.

If there are horrible noises
coming from your car, and it's
not the radio station's top 40,

IT'S TIME YOU
CAME TO SEE US!
We're commited to quality auto care, excellent customer service and fair prices. It's our goal to have
you back on the road fast with complete auto care, from engine to muffler and every part in between.

ASE
I,_ 1:11--tt

I

CUNNINGHAM AUTO REPAIR
619 South 4th Street ·Murray, Ky 42071 • (270) 753-6831
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Auto Parts
Auto Paint Supply
Auto Glass

CARQUEST

Emily Wuchner
Staff Writer

Be car care Savvy

ewuchner@thenews.org

OF MURRAY

• llead the owaet's awmal to

512 S. 12th St., Murray, KY

Michael Dick
Store

Regular maintenance
can improve longevity

M~nager

Phone: 753-4629
Fax: 753-4629

Hours
Monday - Friday

7:30a.m. - 5 p.m.

Sitting in the lobby while waiting for
learn about the vebtde'$ .,...
a car to be serviced can be one of the
most boring things ever. However, tems and compoaeats.
• Follow the reeoD~D~ended
ignoring a vehicle's maintenance is
service
schedules.
something car owners cannot do.
• Keep a 108
repairs aac1
Making an annual appointment
with a certified technician is very service.
important. Kelli Harlan, office manager at Harlan Automotive, said going to Check frequently for-.
a service center or car dealer that spe- • Unusual souads, odors,
cializes in a certain car brand is not drips, leaks, smoke, warning
necessary.
Ugbts and gauge readings.
"The main thing is to make sure you
• Changes in acceleration,
find an honest. dependable, (Auto- engine performance, gas
mobile Service Excellence-) certified
mUeage and fluid levels.
mechanic that will stand behind the
• Problems in handling, brakparts · and warranties they put on,"
ing,
steering and vibrations.
Harlan said.
While deciding on when to service
a car is a personal preference, When you get there...
• Carry a written Ust of the
mechanics recommend every 3,000
miles.
symptoms that you cao give to
Jim Morris, parts and service direc- the teclmldan or service mantor at Murray Auto Body, said followager.
ing the maintenance guide that comes
• Ask questions.
with the car at purchase. The guide
• Be sure you understand all
gives information, such as mileage
shop poUdes regardbig labor
intervals, that explain what to check
rate~ gQar&Qtees, and methand when.
ods of payment.
Some routine items mechanics
meineke.com
inspect include radiator and brake fluids, transmissions and wheel alignment. Mechanics also change the oil
Vacuuming the interior of the car
in a car every 3,000 miles. Changing will keep the seats in shape and make
the oil maintains the life of the engine it more comfortable for the passengers. Polishing the dashboard keeps it
and keeps the car running better.
Morris suggested rotating tires at from drying out and cracking. Morris
every other oil change. By rotating also recommends washing the exteritires, it improves traction and balance or the car regularly.
on the car.
"The cleaner you keep your vehicle,
Some things drivers can do on their it keeps grime and rust and particles
own to keep up on vehicle mainte- from sticking to the exterior," Morris
nance include checking tire pressure, said.
oil and coolant levels and checking
For safety while driving, cars should
for worn tires and loose wheel lug be equipped with jumper cables,
nuts. Mechanics stress checking oil flares and a flas hlight.
levels often and not letting the level
Routinely servicing a personal vehiget below the minimum mark. cle can cut major repair costs in the
Checking belts for the proper tight- future. Mechanics can detect potenness and wear and also changing tial problems before they affect the
bulbs in brake lights and headlights if condition of the vehicle or the
they are low or have burnt out.
owner's safety.

or an
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Drivers ready vehicles
/ BRINN'S
to expect unexpected QUALITY SERVICE AND LUBE,
Tommy Dillard
Assistant Sports Editor

INC.

Keep Your Car Stoeked

tdi/lard•.u•thrnew~.org

507 South

• Booster cables
Every 13 minutes, someone in
. Amcric:l dies as a result of a car accident, yet most people do not even
think about the dangers involved
before getting behind the wheel.
Learning how to prepare for the
unexpected on Lhc road could mean
the difference between life and death
for some drivers.
Drivers should keep an emergency
kit in their car at all times, said Heidi
Phiel, assistant to public affairs director for AAA of Kentucky.
Items that make up a basic emergency kit include a flashlight, booster
cables, warning devices such as triangles or flares, a charged cell phone
and window washing fluid for
inclement weather situations.
In the winter season, it is necessary
to have more items in the emergency
kit, such as sand or cat litter, mttts to
use under your tires to help with traction, cloth or paper towels for cleaning the windshield and a blanket.
One emergency situation drivers
should prepare for is a breakdown on
the highway. Drivers have several
options in a breakdown situation,
Phiel said.
"Your safest option is to get off the
interstate or highway if at all possible," Phiel said. "If you cannot, it's
best to pull past a guardrail and get
over as far as you can. Cars can tend
to drift over. Ideally, if you can get out
of the vehicle, get on the opposite
side of the guardrail as far away from
the road as possible."
Phiel said if there is no guardrail,
drivers should stay in the car and
keep their seat belts buckled.
It is also important that drivers turn
on their flashers or have warning
devices to warn people they are in
distress.
Drivers should follow the same
guidelines if they suffer a blowout on
the road, Phiel said.
According to the National Safety
Council Web site, drivers should grip
the steering wheel firmly and not

• Flashllgbt with batteries

• Bungee cord

12

Street • 759

-0003

Full !ier\llce Repair Aut:omotl\le 6arage
I
'

• Screwdrivers

Brakes, Tune Ups, Cotnpuh."r Diagnostic,
Gas & lliesel oil changes, Free Estintates

I

• First aid kit
• WiDdow washing thdd

• Flares or triangles

• Charaed eeU pboae
MA.com

slam on the brakes. Instead, they
should let the car slow down gradually and attempt to ease off the road.
Drivers should continue to steer as
the car slows down.
Heather Ashworth, junior from Mt.
Vernon, Ill., once experienced a
blowout while driving in St. Louis.
"I was driving along, and I heard a
loud bang that sounded like a gunshot
almost and I fe lt my car jerk,"
Ashworth said. "So I eased off the
highway and put on fl ashers at the
same time and called AAA. I remember my mom saying pull fa r enough
off the highway so that a car won't hit
you, so I did."
Phiel said drivers should always
know what kinds of conditions they
are driving into and be aware of
weather conditions.
Drivers should also be aware of
their own condition and not drive if
tired or fatigued.
Phiel said the most important thing
drivers can do is to think about a plan
of action in the case of an emergency
ahead of time.
"Make sure you're always paying
attention and that you always have
enough space to react," Phiel said.
"Always be thinking about how you
will react and always be aware of your
surroundings and that will make you
a better driver."

Open until 2:00 on Saturdays
Mechanics on duty 6 days a week

Dwight/ Jane Brinn: Owners

The Golden Rule is our policy.

SUPPLIES

YOUR#1 SOURCE

1300 N. 12TH ST. • 641 N. • MURRAY, KY. 42071

753-4424
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Check-ups save headaches
the hood now than wait until I'm
Christopher Hodes
stranded
on the side of the road,"
Staff Writer
chodes@th~news.org
Dieling said.
Dieling, who plans on traveling more
Whether they are waiting until the than 15 hours to Islamorada, Fla., for
last minute to study for an exam or Spring Break, said he doesn't underputting the finishing touches on a term stand why students would wait until
paper. college students are notorious the last minute to get maintenance
for being master procrastinators.
work done on their automobiles.
But education-related activities are
Mark Moore, owner of Murray's Auto
not the only thing Murray State stu- Body Shop, said some car trouble can
dents put off as long as possible.
be avoided if students take precatJtionStudents traveling far distances for ary steps before leaving on long trips.
Spring Break often wait until days
"Students should check their tires,
before the last day of classes to get brakes, batteries, oil and coolant systheir cars. trucks and SUVs serviced.
tems," Moore said. "They should also
Oil changes, tire rotations and diag- have the necessary equipment, such as
nostic engine checks are just some of flashlights and a cell phone, with them
the last-minute auto concerns students in case of a breakdown."
need to look at before driving across
He said students should bring their
the country to enjoy a week away from vehicles in to repair shops for routine
maintenance at least a week or two
college life in Murray.
Kyle Dieling, senior from Elmhurst, before heading out of town.
Ill., said he usually makes sure his Jeep
Moore said his company notices a
is in running order at least a week slight decline in business after Murray
before heading home, which is five State dismisses class for Spring Break
because there are less fende r benders
hours away.
"I'd rather spend time looking under when the students leave the area.

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN
Lincoln~Mercury,
701 Main St.
Murray, KY 42071-1999

Parker .Ford

Inc.

Joe L. Rowland
General Manager

New & Used Compact Discs!
Car Stereo & Installation

Car stereos to
fit any car and
any budget, plus
custom installation!
~

~.11 SATELLITE
~RADIO

~

Sunset Boulevard Music
1109 Chestnut St.
Next door to Wendy's
Murray, KY.
253-0113
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HORTON'S LOCKSHOP

• Emergency 24 Hour Service •
• Change Safe Combinations •
• Lock W9rk All Types •
900 Coldwater Rd. • Murray
Bus. 270-753-5980
Res. 270-753-1203
After Hrs. 270-759-6071

Deidre Wilford
Store Manager
222 South 12th Street ·
Murray, KY 42071

Bus: {270) 753-6829
Home: (270) 753-3976

photo tllustrariun by rli7~'heth Cdweinl fhe Ntw s

Liz Koenig, sophomore from Cadiz, checks under the hood to make sure
everything in the car appears to be in working order.

Informed car buyers
nab best value deals
chase a new or used vehicle. While a
new vehicle may be more reliable and
Assistant News Editor
twuchner@t henews.org
last longer, a used vehicle could be bet·
ter for a someone on a fixed budget.
Whether students are looking for a Clark suggested looking at the pricing,
new Mustang or a used Saturn, there interest rates or rebates and the warare many things to consider before pur- ranty of each make of car.
chasing a new or used car.
If the buyers plan on purchasing a
Browsing the Internet for different used car, they should find out who
styles and prices can help buyers fmd owned the car and what the service
the model, type and price they need.
records are.
Doug Clark, sales manager at
"On a used car, find out as much as
Parkway Chrysler, said buyers should you can about the previous owner,"
always research and know what they Clark said, "On the new car, try to find
want before going to a dealership.
what the best possible way for it is."
"You should have a good idea of what
Knowing the basics about the waryou want to buy," Clark said.
ranty and what it entails can help peoSearching the Internet for descrip- ple save money in the future. Clark said
tions of style and appearance could it is important to make sure the buyer
help, he said. He also recommended knows what the V,'arranty covers and
people go to a dealership they are com- what fees may arise in the future.
fortable with, even if another offers a
Chris Hayes said checking Kelley
lower price.
Blue Book at kbb.com for prices on new
Chris Hayes, who works in sales and and used cars is very important when
leasing at Toyota of Murray, recom- negotiating price.
mends making a list of wants and needs
"When you come into a deal, you
before buying a car. Then, buyers have a better idea on pricing and what
should look for a vehicle that has all of you can expect as a discount," Hayes
their needs and some of the wants.
said.
Deciding what car to purchase
Although purchasing a car on-line
depends on what the buyer wants. may be more convenient, Hayes said
Clark said, to help narrow the search. testdriving a vehicle and and looking at
he always asks buyers what they liked the cars in the lot is best.
or disliked about their old vehicle and
Said Hayes: "I recommend shopping
on-line, but it is certainly better to deal
what they want in a new one.
A major decision is whether to pur- with the person face to face."

Emily Wuchner
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BAD CREDIT? NO PROBLEM!
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If you don't get It at
Brandon Auto World
You don't get itt
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